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COMM UN IC ATI ()NsT
The next

President,— by nn Otfiwr in the
Western Army.

To the Editor

of the Prest;

Freed men.'’ On the 20th of the same month
another was organized in New York, called
the “National Frcedmeu's Relief Association.”
And the formation of the “Port Royal Relief Committee” followed soon alter on the 3d
ol March.
Still other societies with the same
or similar objects have since been formed in
Ohio, Illinois, Rhode Island, and
other

places.

monizing efforts, systematizing and economizing the whole work, a central and national
body has been formed consisting of delegates
from tli* various local societies, to hold its
meetings at Washington to consult upon the
best methods of accomplishing the great objects in view, and to act as au advisory body

tor the local societies.
And it is thought best that the various
societies should restrict their appeals for aid
to certain specified territorial limits.
And
their agents confining themselves within these
limits could work with greater harmony ami
success.
And accordingly the Educational
Commission, whose central organization is at
lias
Boston,
cheerfully accepted the suggestion, has localized its title, and will confine the
of
its
appeals
agents to the New England
States—or possibly the more eastern British
Provinces may be included—and lias instructed the undersigned to visit various sections
of Maine, and by lectures and otherwise, endeavor to awaken au interest and invite the
cooperation of its pcopld in this great work.
Already the Commission has sent into various districts of the South, chiefly along the
seaboard, about one hundred and thirty teachers aud superintendents, and others are as
rapidly going forward, as the means of support
iug them is obtained, ail of whom, carry with
them, wherever they go, our New England
schools, with their attendant civil and religious institutions. Indeed it is by these agencies, rapidly transplanting these schools and
institutions upon the soil ot the South; and
thereby laying a new foundation for our free
government, so stable and permanent as to
avoid all possibility of any futtber upheaval ;
and so make peace, when it comes, enduring.
And the people of this State will find the
New England Educational Commission
for Fiiledmen, whose rooms are at No. 8,
Studio Building, Tremont St., Boston, a convenient and reliable channel through which
their bouuties may be directed with the certainty of aiding in the fulfilment of one of
the grandest enterprises of this age.
Already a number of teachers from this
Shite have come forward, and offered themselves to this great Work under tho auspices
of tnis society. And it is desirable that local
societies should be formed throughout the
State in aid of this commission. And, it is
only necessary to appeal to the tried and well
known liberality of the people ot Maine for
the means of supporting these teachers, to
meet with a generous response.
Friendly papers in Maine, please copy.
For the N. E. Educational Commission for

Thevc are soute reasons why it is uufortunate that the matter of a Presidential election should now come before the country. It
is uo time to cherish party-spirit and mark
the party-line- too strongly. The great conflict iu which we are engaged, is a national
The great questions to he decided aie
• one.
of vital consequence to the nation, and ought
not to hang upon the fluctuating successes of
a mere party.
They should be iluug out upon tile patriotic heart of the whole country,
unbiased by violent political contentions.
Parties we must have. They embody a certain general direction of policy. Hut it is not
a time wbeu extremists should be
iu power,
To weather such a storm as is now upon us.
we need a steady and strong hand at tiie wheel,
and a calm, deliberate, and discreet mind to
supervise and direct. Are we to look for such
a one in either extreme?
But a Presidential canvass not only deepeus party lines, and
forward
but
its approach is
pushes
party men,
likely to influence and embarrass those now
iu oflice, so that the country may suffer thereby. At this moment we need their undivided attcQtion to the duties of their positions.
But however much to be deplored, for these
aud other reasons which might be named, yet
Freedmcn.
the Constitution is explicit, and a presidential
Louing Moody, Agent.
election is before us. All other questions are
Portland, Me., March 18,1804.
now second to that of the successful nrnaeention of the war. The people should each inquire, how shall I with my voice and vote,
LITTLE’S
best promote the speedy and complete overthrow of this rebellion ? Some may suppose
this to be an iutricate and difficult question
NO- 31 EXCHANGE STREET.
to answer.
But if any such will weigh well
the words of one who is beyoud the inllueuce
ESTABLISHED IN 1843,
of party prejudice, and whose patriotism lias
been tried literally, in the lire;—tested on the
the agency of the following well known
hottest Helds of this war, the line of duty, I
reliable aud prompt paying Companies, 1 am
to
take
Fire Risks ‘at the Lowest Kates of
|
prepared
think will appear clear and unmistakable.—
other sound Compauirs to the amonnt of $100,000
We have one now at the helm, who has stood
if wanted.there faithfully for three years. Ho has the
Plitrniv Insurance Company,
advantage ol experience, which no other man
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
has. So one will deny that he is a person to
Capital aki» 6urplc«,.01,000,000.
prolIC by experience, lie lias constantly
shown this. And more, he heeds and obeys
Western Mass. Insurance Coui'j-,
the dictation of growing public sentiment.—
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS
He has by no means been a drag in this reCapital a»d Surplus,....$260,000.
spect. Ilis own heart has been from the lieginning, ahead of his measures which have ex- City Eire Insurance Company,
pressed the will of the people. You have
OF HARTFORD, CONN..
tried him. l)o you sec just cause to be disCapital akd Surplus,.*600,OuO.
satisfied? Is it not a constant wonder (bat
he has in bis unparalelled perplexities, done
Wercliuul’s Insurance Company,
so wisely ?
Have we not often thought that
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Providence raised up and pul forward this
Capital aid Subplus.8300,000.
rare man to fulffi the high behests of these unNorth Am. Fire Insurance Co..
wonted times? How came lie to select his
counsellors with such kceu discrimination aud
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
wisdom ? Are we prepared to say that we
Capital axd Surplus.*410,000.
could have had a better Secretary of State—a
New England Fire Insurance Co.
better Secretary ofthe Treasury—a better AtOF HARTFORD, CONN.,
torney Ueneral ? And who are we certain
would ever replace our present Secretary of
Capital aki> Surplus,.*.8260.000.
War to advantage. To change those who have
Manhattan Fire Ins. Company,
done and are doing well for others who are unOF NEW YORK.
tried would he hazardous in the extreme.
Capital ahd Subplub,.$460,000.
But some say they only wish to transfer one
whohas proved himself iu one department and
Thames Fire Insurance Com’y.
who has undoubted ability, to the head. They
OF NORWICH, CONN.,
him
a
believe
better exponent of their ideas
Capital akd Surplus,.8150,000.
than the present incumbent. If you believe
Secretary Chase more thoroughly opposed
STORES,
MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS,
to the system of human slavery Ilian PresiEARNS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE knd other
dent Lincoln, you are assuredly mistaken.
good property taken at highly favorable rate for one,
Three orjivc years.
There is some attempt to m ike it appear
that Secretary Chase would follow a line ol
WM. D. LITTLE, Agent.
policy a shade different from that now pursued
febl&MWAF &weow6w
by President Lincoln—even this is doubtful.
Iu the vigorous preaecutiou of the war, the
J. W. SYKES,
question of slavery linds its adequate solution.
Purchaser lor Eastern Account
Other modes of treating it may remove slight
OF
obstacles—may iu their way assist nature, as
LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
the physicians say, but it is nature that must
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE
effect the cure:—it is the natural and inevitagenerally.
ble result of crushing this rebellion that slaveParticular attention given to shipping by quickest
ry dies. But has Secretary Chase done so
and cheapest routes. No. 162 SOUTH WATER 8T.
small service in his own department—has he
p. o. Box 471.
Chicago, Illinois.
shown so little fitness for it—is his experience
there of so little value Unit we can afford tc
KKFBnBwcKft—Messrs. Maynard A Sons; II. A W
lose him from it? Has not his part in the
Chickering; C. U. Gumming* A Co.; S.G.Bowdlear
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co., of
grand drama called down more plaudits from
Boston, Mas*. Cashier Elliot Bank,Boston. J.N.
an observing world than that of almost any
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, Jew ton. C.
other? The difficulties of his department have
B. Coffin; Warren Ellis A Sons, Now York City
been and may continue to be the greatest ol
Jy»'63dly
any. We cauuot spare him there. To put
TO nSAIjBRS.
him in the place ot President Lincoln would
be an experiment. To put auy one else in his
rilUE undersigned having greatly increased their
A facilities for manufacturing
place as Secretary of the Treasury, would
be at least an experiment.
1500VS AND 8HOK8,
Now we have already stated that the only
and having largo exj>erience in tnai uraucb, won Id
real issue is the unflinching prosecution of the
call the attention of the trade to the same. We
war.
Is it not fair to allow the armv to h»v..
shall in future be much better able to
supply the demands of the tra*"then heretofore, anu are confia voice in this discussion ?
Can you uot trusl
dent that in the quality, both of our stock and
tlie instinct* aud tlie sentiment* of yiose win
work,
we can give satisfaction, as we manufacture
expressare carrying out iu action your very princi
ly for the retail trade. 1 hose buying for cash will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
pics? TUe army (1 speak with authority) tin
consists in part of ROBBERS, SOLE arul WAX
army believes iu Abraham Lincoln.
LEATHER, FRENCH and AMERICAN CALF,
Noue are more quickly or sensibly afiectec
French Kip, Lenwine and .Indob
Calf, Coat and Kid
by Government measures.—If there is a health
Stock, Serges and Webs, Root and Shoe Machinery
ful and sound patriotism in tlie army, wh;
and Findings of all kinds.
of the firm of Messrs.
not feel of that pulse and if other less impor
<>»Mr
?D™-rfLD LlB8Y- ,ate
L>nas..j W alker ft Co
has associated himself wrh
taut indications at home, tell tlie same storyus. and relviug on his many years
experience in
that tlie patient is doing well—that the gener
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements
al mode of treatment is correct—why hazari
TYLER ft LAMB.
Portland, >eb. L 1864
a change at this critical stage? It will not du
feb6d4m.
This is the feeling here hi the Army of tin
l amily rionr.
Superior
West. This must be tlie sole second though
of superior Hour; suitable
foi
| BARRELS
of the whole country.
Zephebis.
• Jl f
family use. Also a few barrels of Baldcin and Greening Apples, for sale at the lowest
wash price by
JOHN PURINTON
The N. E. Educational Commission (01
feb26, codlw
No. 183 FureSt
Freed men.
To the Editor of the 1‘ren:
REEVES, Fashionable Military, Nava
Allow me some words of explanation rela
• and Civic Tailor,
98 Exchange Street.
tlug to the Society whose title heads this. I
will be remembered that the fort* at Hiltoi
and VESTS, and Bust
PANTS
COATS,
Head nud Bay Point were captured by Com
ness Suits made to order, at the short notice ol
DuPont on the 7th of Nov. 18til.
Ami tha
12 hours, at
A. D. REEVES, 98 Exchange St.
early in Dec. following Mr. Chase Becretar
of the Treasury appointed E. L. Pierce,
habits, zouave JACKKH, and
of Boston, a special agent to visit the distric
Fancy Waists for Ladies, cut and made to orat
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.
der,
of Port Royal, and report upon tlie couditioi
of the negroes who had been abandoned b'
DESCRIPTION of Garments for Meu
llieir rebel masters.
J and Boys cut at short notice, at
Tlie agent after examining into their con
A. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange Street.
dition, recommended the appointment of Su
EVERYTHING
shape of Clothing fbr Men
perintendents who should act as guides am I ma and Boys madein totheorder
with neatness and dielocal magistrates, with an adequate uuinbc r
A I>. REEVES', 98 Exchange St.
patch, at
of teachers.
And as the government wa
--—-----fully occupied in crushing the rebellion, th 5 '17'ARIETY OF CLOTHS, Caseimerea and Vest
▼
iugs always on hand at
appointment and support of the Wbc hers am j
A. D. REEVES'. 98 Exchange St.
superintendents was left wholly to voluntary
associations, who should act in concert an!
and Naval Officer can b«
J fitted out at the
good understanding with the government am
Tailoring Establishment of
A. D. REEVES, 98
its officers.
Exchange St.
The first of these societies was formed ii
WATTENTION
in
given
Boston on the 7th of Keb. 1862, under tin
getting up
P Bov*
7
Jackets, Panto and Overooato at
f'
title ol “ The Educational Commission to
novlOdtf
A D REEVES’, 98
Exchange St,

Fire A Life Insurance

HAVING

AD,

DRESS

Esq!

Riding
II*VERY

SPECIAL

INSURANCE.
American

Office,

COAL

Exchange

Insure Building., Merchandise, Household Furniture, Rents, Lenses, Vessels on (he Stocks, nnd other Personal Property nt tne Lowest

FOB

strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THESE
Coals

The Capital Stock is.$1,600,000
anil with the surplus is invested as
follows:
Real estate, unincumbered,
$87,963 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in
agents'
bands,
216 960 66
United States Stocks,
6I1L847 50
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669.460 00
Bank and 1 rust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
Mortgage Bonds,
331,960 00
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co't scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 60
Total Assets,
$3,026,879 74
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
due or adjusted,
*175,411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
115 616,479 (T
T HOS. A. ALEXANDER, Preeident.
Lucius .J, Hardkb, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1363.

CHURCHILL, Agent,

Wo. 4 Iron

Block, Portlund Pier.

d<‘06 dtf

quality,and

#0.00-...CHEAP COAL,... 89.60
Chestnut Coal—-Prime lot delivered lor #9.50 per ton]

Ojfflce, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’f
SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Hanover Street

United States Christian

that supthrough
agents/have been replies
ceived and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane

“Many article*of Nourishment and Comfort for *ick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other supplies are about going forward to Richmond as fast

Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain times
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
hand-writing aDd I will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struction given. Students can enter any tun*. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. J.adies and Gcntk-rneu that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate course,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Native Business Writing.
Commercial
Arithmetic. Correspondence,
Card
Marking, (and teaching trom printed copies and
Text Books will be avoided ( lease call, or address
the Principal.
R. N.BROWN.
Portland. Oct.2,18S3
oc29 eodkeowl

United States Internal Revenue
Ta.re» tor 1*4.
attention of tax-pavers is hereby called to
the provisions of the t nited States Excise Law
Annual

THE
relative to the

assesciuent of the annual taxes.
By the sixth section of the act of July 1, 1*&, it
is made the duty of all persons, partnerships firms,
associations, or corporation* made liabic to any annual duty, license, or tax, on on rkkuuktiik fir»t
Moiday ok May in vaoh year, to make a list
or return to the Assistant Assessor of the District
where located of the amount of annual income, the
articles or objects charged with a social tax. and
the business or occupat on liable to pay any license.
Every person who shall fall to make such return
by the day epeeitied will ho liable to be assessed by
the Assessor according tothc b*st information which
he can obtain; and in such case the Assessor is required to aid fifty per centum to the amount of the
items of such list.
Every person who shall deliver to an Assessor any
false or fraudulent list or statement with intent to
evade the valuation or enumeration required by law,
is subject to a tine of five hundred dollars; and in
such ease the list will be made outby the A ssessor or
Assistant Assessor, and from the valuation and enumeration so made there can be no appeal.
Payment of the annual taxes, except these for liosnses, will not be demanded until the thirtieth day
of June.
The appropriate blanks ou which to make return,
aid all necessary information, will be furnished by
the Assistant Assessors tor the several Divisions, to
whom the returns should be delivered on or before
the first Monday of May next. Returns of Income
for 1*>3, may be made at onoe.

NATIl’LG. MARSHALL.
U. 8. Assessor First District.
9,1804.
mchll eod4wk wltll

Portland, March

Coal and Wood!
-AT TH3-

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OP TUB CITY,
AT SHORT NOTICE.
Our Coal is of the very BEST quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
-ALSO, FOR SALK-

All Kinds of Hard and Soft Wood.

CABINET

the necessary means are contributed.
Money for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Committee of Portland Young Men’s
Christian Association, No. So Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief of the sutTering prisoners.
T. K. Hayes,
CriUS 8TURDJYAHT,
II. 11 UPR0K88,
Army com.
A. J. Chasm,
W. R. JoHHBoir,
j

we are
us with

small
offers them for sale to

-mall

price than

The manufacturers have the tcrittrn
of
hundred of the beet Organist* and Musicians,
both foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such as
Thalberg, Morgan and Zundel, is the following from
Gottschalk :
‘•MaesRf*. Mahon k Hamlin:-I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
of taste and refinement that can
every household
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your ( abiiut
is
a
Organ
truly charming instrument, worthy of
the high praiso it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class 1 have seen. 1 take pleasure
in commending it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which it is a
fine complement, from its capacity for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic and
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”

a

-WIIO ARE-

place

as

e 74 Middle Street.
boon authorized to Enlist lor all the
Regiments and BatterT s new and old in the field,

Entuaiu

Who has

wishing to enter the service will find it
advantage to call on him before enlisting,

all

l’er Order.

to their

nirhr> find.Ta*

Year One Thousand Eiyht Hundred and

DRESS

Stock and

Ordinauce Amending

Carriage*.

an

Ordinance concerning

pensation therefor ; buttorevery additional trunk,
or such other articles as are above named
more than
two, he shall he eu’itled to dcinund and receive five

If any driver or other person shall demaud
or receive any greater sum lor their
services, as
specified in this section, he, or they shall fori, it and
pav for so doing a penalty of twenty dollars for
each offense.
Sec. 2. Phis ordinance shall take effect and
be
to force from and after its
approval by th« Mayor.
In Boauu uk Mayoh and
Aldkumks, I
March 3,1*64.
(
...,
1 his bill
Laving been twice read, passed to be ordained.
JACOB McLEI.LAN.
cents;

...

GOODS!

forget to look at them if yon want to
great variety, at the Middle street

e*r* !foil,ult;

S^SSL'*** ¥°U1

order.

In

dealers

800 do Extra All Long liax
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Bostoa.
Bath.

hand ami

alse of office, this twenty-ninth day of jHuuarv
HUGH MoCULLOCU,
Comptroller of the Currency.

Cashier.

mUI8 Office having been made a depository
X Revenue Stamps, the publio will be supplied
the following rates:
Less than 960 at par.
•50 to #1000, 4 percent, discount.
•loQO and upwards, 6 per cent, discount.
NATH’LJ. MILLER. Collector

Boxes,

Deck Plank.
OAA M 21, 3 aud 31 inch SEASONED WHITf
PINE DECK l'L A ft K at Bangor, foi
sab* by
S C. DYER,

Engine,
horsepower. Enquire of

of

thirty

21

Union Wharf.

Notice.
LL persons having Bills against the Portiami
iX Eire Department, are requested to present there
on or before the 25th inst for settlement.
H C. BARNES, Chiaf Engineer
Portland, March 9th, 1904.
mch9 (ltd
A

Xontugtons Diseusc*.
Chapter 14th.

Sections 80 aud

physician

municipal

.....

ALESMAN in
one

who

can

bring

a

L. WINSLOW,

J.

Agent,

mcb&eodSw*

4

OF

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

SiiIf* Room to Let.
4 ipMl-jnssnd rt. ir.bl.8.1*. Boom to Wo# lb.
in
n,w EVANS
•.it?!0'
BUILDING *
ou Middle- St, it
applied fur immediately
nAKKr-N "FARROW,
mcbildtf

Cooks, Valves. Pipes tad Connections, Whole,
sale or Be tail.

8TKAM

AND

GAS
beet

Done la the

FITTING,

V.

.N o.;«

manner.

Works 6 Union Bt, and 233 *333 Fore Bt.
lalidtf

PORTLAND

Middle St„

eor.

Exchange.

To Let.
umberland Street,nowoccenisd
1
HOL-SEXo
by Mr Isaac Iugersuil. Iaculrv ef
I«t)2t
t

Mh

dtf

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

8T. jOUN- bmitm.

To Let.

i*-

fTIHE
the (tore of the subscriber
Corn, Flour and Grain, £?' Eure and Exchange
streets,
occupied by
Stephen
Hurry
printing oflioe. Possession given
HKAD OF HKKHLLL'8 WHARF,

corner

as a

Jan Itrj. Apply to
dec29 dtf

l*t of

Cemmerelal Street.

Penlaad, Me.

BENJ. FOGO.

...

...

PARTICIPATION.

Company.
This Company will issue Polices to be free after tlx
payment ol eix, eight or ten Premiums at the option
of the insured and at rates as low a* any othci
Company. The issue of Free Policies renders it a'
the least equal if not superior to the participation

companies.

108 Middle 8t.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD 811 AW. .See.
Feb 16 dlcw tf.

Office No.

^SHERIDAN ^GRIFFITHS,
(Successors to Joseph Gray k Co.,)

PLASTERERS,
a

•mxuiAT stucco

a

ARE

give

ing
*

a

disposed
HAVING
Office to Dr. S.C

-—-————--

To Let.

of hi* entire interest in hit

in second story of .tore No. 14» Middle
OFFICE
street,
store occupied bv Samuel Roifh
orer

Enquire

lic. Dr. Kkkna ld, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Ba*e,”
and ailother method* knowu to the profusion.
Portland. May 515. IU3
tf

Fop Sule

Wig Maker,

rr°tnPLOSE

CO.,

ST*Please leave your orders at No. 6 South street
fet>25 d3m

To Mainifat iiims.
correspondence with an
Birmingham, England,

(who has beeu in the business f ir a long time will
obtain through that Agency Artizany or Workmen
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
EDWARD SH AW,
March 9,1861 tf
92 1Middle street, Portland.

KSTATE.

Schooner

“Sarah

FOR SALE.

FOR EASTERN MARK.1.38.
220 We»t Water 8t., Milwaukee, Wi*
84 8outh Water St., Chicago, 111
septM

|

d«m

-A. L

DR. NEWTOA
removed hie residence to .Vo. S7
HAS
of Kranklin street.
Street,
Office

Middle

corner

as

AN
172

AMjT'«

of

0_ V

to Let.

Wooater,"
ton*, fore and alt rigged believt.l to be sound—fitted! up laat fall at an
expeiMe
oi one thousand dollar*, with new
nail*, rigging and
spars; earrie* 16*) M lumber, aud 1* a good sailor
X J MILLER. Jb
me n» ddiv
over 92 Commercial Street

GRAIN & PROVISIONS

REM

or

EL HANSON.

FOR SALE.

Commission Merchants.
FLOUR,

S AMI

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing OY%t 10
room*,large stable and shed*— «liuatad twa
and one-half mile* !ruw i'ortland. and tba
rtn***t situation in Cape Elizabeth tor a n.
taring place, and mmmor boarder*. Far
particular* enquire or
GAO. OWEN.
31 Winter Street. FortUafi.
•P7 dtf

No. 13 Market Square, Port’ tnd, (up stairs.)
Mr*S<'parate room lor Ladles’ and Children’s Hair
Cutting.
A (rood stock of Wilts, Hall-Wife, Bauds, Braids,
Curls, Frisotts, Pads, Rolls, Crlmpiuit Boards, fto.,
ho oonatantly on hand.
)e‘13‘t)3 dly

purchase

of

f©M»eodtf

JOHN F. SHERRY

For the

J. UBBETRCO.

STORE TO LET.

FEKKALD, would cheerfully
reccommeud him to hi* former patient* and the pub-

J. A. DAVIS &

«*•

in

rnilE very eligible Store new
by Mr. E.
A
E Little, unde-Mechanicsoccupied
Hail, is to no leaned
Per a term ot three Ordre
tears
of
Enquire
fel'Ai iseodtf
w L HAlI.EY, 42
Exchange. 8t

tf

Hair Clutter and

Front

U

.4 FLEASANr Cjuniry Seat, at New Gloucester,
it. 1-cwer Corner, lbs stand formerly occupied
by F. lerlon, as a Home Schorl. it offered for sale
The bouse a-d ell, lioth two
story, tbe latter new
contain iiteeu tluisbed rooms, a good
cellar, and au
abundance of purs, soft water, wood house'and stable connected. Thoulace is adorned'with
shade end

ornamental tree, and shrubbery, c mmandsa beauiilul prospect, is situated iu a
.ood community and
is nut au hoars ridelrom
Cortland on the Grand
I ruck Railroad. A lar,e gsrden
belongs to it. well
stocked with young an-i thrifty fruit tree* In ftall
bearing. (24 spplc trees ) Free 81700.
For further inlorniaiion
apple to F. Yeaton Fryeburg Me., Seth Haskell, near the premises or
ALBION K El 1 11, 13a Middle Street.
fe-h-3 3tss t f
Portlaad.

heretofore, No.

115 Exchange Street, In
Noble's Block, up stairs. Office hours from 9 to 10
A M., from3 to 3, and lYom 8 to # o clock I*. M.
Dr. N. will continue, in connection with
general
special attention to DISEASES UP

VAOUAiUt.U KUAL

ESTATE

FOK SALE.

^ERMaI to^givo

Good Location for

M.

PEARSON,

Silver

O#

SILVER WARE,
238 Congress 8t.,Opp. Court Douse Portland,Me.
ty AH kinds of WAKE, sucli as Knives, Knrk«,
Spoons, t.'ake Baskets, Castors, Ac p aled in the

best

a

Hotel.

That valuable and centrally located Hoaaa
» and Lot, No. 81 ludia street, for
to mur
owned and occupied by General bantu|| elyears
Kcsm udeu, ia ottered tor sale.
The Lot I- T'J feet ou Iudia street,
rxteudlLy Mfk
171 hct-contaimng
hearty U UOOfeet of land. The
House is three stoned, is in good
repair and eon-

Plater,

MANUPACTURKK

taius lifteeu rooms, besides
many closeta nud other

convenience*; has gas fixtures throughout- It alao
ha? a largo How ot I'L'KK
AyLKOGCT With
winch ia very desirable: alao a large Wood Uoue

mauner.

Also, REPAIRING and RE-F1NISIIIXG Old
Silver Ware.
jauffl iliim

aud Itarn.
Thi* a good

piece of property upon which to make
It may be titled for a tilMl

Improvements

tfiiliiWrT™

WARKCVS inrOHVED
FI HE

AND

FELT

Its

WATER PROOF

COMPOSITION,
-and-

Gravel
FOR

Hoofing

FLAT ROOFS.

E. MERSEY. Agent,
jau20 dtf

No.6

Union Street.

CHEAP FOR CASH !

CHEAP COAL.

UOL*K'

-

*

to the
proximity
aud to

l><*xintl>!»' limit for Sale.

Til
WOttW ANW COAL port,
$9.50.

near

termlnna of the Grand
Trunk Kailway
the wharrea or the host on
and other steamers, makes the location
n oeeiraoie
desirable
one for a Hotel.
This lot might be Improved with
prottt to eny mechanic or other peraou
having means by the erection of Tenemeti a. It?
large depth attbrdlng ample
space lor a block of eight or ten building#.
lor further particular# vnouire of
WU U JKKKIS, Argus Uflee
Portland, Dec. 8, 1883.
decll M WF

misiic workrks,

now p-epared to furui-h the
public with
Center Pieces and all kinds of Plaster Ornaments as cheap as any other establishment in the
State, aud at the shortest notice
We will also
prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Whitening, White Washing aud Color-

opposito the Riding School.

Sr,m^dmuiy0,,pl'<1
Also,
Office
Hanson Block

FERNALD,

l-

The time for opening ol proposals under the abort
advertisement for Horse Equipment is postponec
uutil the 2»*th Inst., and the first delivery unti
April 9th, 1864.
GEO. D. RAMSAY,
Brig. Gen. Chief of Ordnance.
roch9 dtm20

mu'

To Let.
bj ”

Dr. J. H. HEALD

AND

Agent

iu Boston, to
good Cash Trade. A libgiven. Address Box 8112.

very desirable pl.ee, not only fora perron
but also tJr any one
following the in for
alivlng there to Upon It a covo saitahla to lay* a
boat safely, and a w arf near
by
It must and will be rold
very' cheaply as I am
about to change my place ol residence.
JOSH DA BUCK NAM,
On hoard .steamer Forect
City.
«*«■ Har dall'.
Coruer^n
*v b”,ldin*'<>*•
In iVesth*
W eatbrook.
Corner,
> or particular. ud term.
of .. .
apply to M. G. Yoik fc 8oa. or to OK. Daw
lor,,,nd
rachSdJm

hand.

Portland, May 2L, 1S88.

Pioposils

subscriber being in
fpiIE
1
in
Emigration

Wanted.
a Jobbiug House,

compensation will be

on

Hospital.

It is ■
of Us e,

Ismtsou.Drt. Bacon and BuaaLin

a contract will be obliged t<
enter into bonds, with approved sureties, for iti
faithful execution.
Upon the award being made, successful bidden
will be notified, aud lurui.-hed with forms of con
tract and bond
The Department reserves the right to reject anj
or all bids, if not deemed satisfactory.
will be addressed to "Brigadier Genera
George D. Ramsay. Chief of Ordnance, Washington
I> C, and w»U t« -endorsed " Proposals for Horsi

82, of the Revised

Statutes
Sect. 30
When any disease dangerous to the
public health exists in a town, the municipal officer!
shall use all possible care to prevent its spread and
to give public notice of infected places to travellers,
bv displaying red t1a?s at proper distances, and by
all o*hcr means most effectual, in their judgment,
for the common safety.
Shot. 82.
When a householder or
knows
that a
person under his care is taken sick of any
such disease, he shall immediately give notice thereof to the
officers of t he town w here such
person is, and it he neglects it he shall forfeit uot
less than ten. nor inure than thirty dollars.
The above law will be strictlv enforced
JOHN S. HKALD.
fcb!2tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

Boston, Mass.

t., I... (..It.-

fortj

PLIGHT k DYER

fcbl9 dtf

OFFICE,

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance
to

Trimmings always

b*Z?S.d

di/mf

DENTIST,
No. 173 Mttlill
Street.

their own shop* the work proposed for.
Bidders will enclose with the r bids the writtei
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their owi

No 3 Central W harf.

Wanted I nun vdlalely,

—H_

H.V».u‘
ori,

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,
AGENTS,

ao22dtf

GKO.D. RAMSAY,
Equipments."
Brigadier General, Chief of Ordnance.

Portland Street, Portland.

second hand steam

SEWING MACHINES!

DR. S. C.

J

signature*.
Each partr obtaining

"W anted.!

ti b26 dim*

♦

I

o
a

He*Meaee

A tiory and half llonse, with
four
«ud » half acre, ol land
fronting on
«»« water, of Casco
Bay. about a
,t,e
u«.. itai.
It to exactly
opposite Diamond Cove
ao-< being Situated on a bend of
the .bore reaching
into the wa. commands a Hue
view la eveiw
tiuu. emlxsetng the wire
Bay toward.
the woottod isl.uos
directly in front, the P
and
Ligmheu.es, tho open ocean through the channel
a
portion of Portl.nd Harbor, the hill of Munjoy and
7
Ine Marine
O,

T\
A
Sk-lba.
muxffiuML

ocS

A CARD.

Arbroath.

day

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

At No. 90

CO.,

At the Cincinnati Depot. 8,000 sets.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, 3,000 sets.
These sets of Horse fcqoipmcuisare to be furnish
ed complete, except the liurse-brush, curry-comb
lariat picket-piu link',* aud blanket. The curb anc
\vateriug|bits,inail • able iron hard ware, and ntirrup#
are to
conform strictly in pattern and finish t<
those deposited at tho Arsenals above named. Th«
trees are to be of the regulation pattern, aseortet
sizes—not loss than 3g]inchus between the bars on th<
inside of. the poruBK i, the side bars of hard whitt
w od or beech wood, the pommels ami cantles o
beech, well put together; a 1 (he irons one-tenth u
an inch thick, and all let into the wood
to be cov
©red with the best .-daughtered cow-hide; ail otbei
covering to be rejected. The trees to be subject tc
inspection during all stages of the manufac:ure, bu
the equipments will be inspected at the Arsenal)
wh*re delivered.
Deliveries must be made in lots of not less that
fifty sets per week for all contracts of 800 s t* or un
der; one hundred sets per week for all contrasts o
from 500 up to 1,000 sets; two huudred sets per weel
for all coutracts of from 1,000 to 2,000 sets; aud liv<
burnt- »di ttper week for ;-. i ooatraottof from 2,001
to 6 000 sets. The first delivery to be made on thi
of Apiil. 18»>».
2d
Failure to make deliveries at a specified time wil
subject the contractor to a forfeiture of the numbei
he uinv fail to deliver nt that time.
No bids will bo considered frnin parties other thai
regular manufac ureis, aud such as ate known u

said

Stamps.

Sea Shore
for Male.

rooms orer

PROPOSALS will be received by this Department
TUESDAY, March 18, at 4 P. M., lor the delivery, at the following Arsenals, of HOUSE EQUIP
MEN I S United States Cavalry pa tern, as herein
alter specified:
At the New York Arsenal. 8.000 sets.
At the 1 rank lord Ar.-eual. 5,000 self.
At the Alleghany Arsenal, 0 OJO sets.

Comp-

Second-Band Caudle

Patterns am*

will

M

until

February 26, 18^3,and has complied with all the provisions of said act required to be complied with be
fore commencing the business of Banking:—
Now therefore l.Humi McCulloch,
troller of the Currency, do hereby certify that th<
First National Hank of Portland, County of Cum
l^erland and Stale of Maine, is authorized to commence the business of Hanking under the act afore-

‘4*4 Exc-liim^r Street,
I'OBTLAKD, July 17th, 1883.

a

of

upptr part
the
be sold for theabove amount.
rht.M18h LORreu.
m
uI ortlaud. March
».
dtf
Daily Preei office.

Bi-Uiiiifal

-DKALana

War Dkpautmknt,

the

Internal Revenue

$1,00 O!
A !"'*j>dw‘jltog house, with laud sufficient for
good garden, located in the

Ml ITU! HKUniO.1 or IACS1KIRT,

Washington, February 23,1804.

First National Bank of Portland,
•
in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine
has been duly organized under and according tc
the requirements of the act of Congress, entitled
“An act to provide a national currency secured b>
a pledge of united States Stocks, and to provide lot
the circulation and redemption thereof.’' approved

Collection District n/ State qf Maine,

7

x*.

In connection with the above is an Iron
Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Millwright-,and Ship-Buildera la invited—and all kinds ol
Castings furnished
at short notice.

.,

April20.1863

ORDYA.UE

Washington, January 29, 1864.
nrUKBEAS, by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it 1ms been made to appeal
lu,lt

First

you.?

failing

dfcwtfll

leMtf

O/A/k BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
AmVJyJ 30u do All Long dax "Gov- |
eminent contract,*’

UTEASLRV DEPARTMENT,
CrmMucT, 1

ST. JOHN SMITH. President.
WILLIAM KD WARD UOLLD,
edlw law‘2m

neve?

menu

mchU

city,

Steam

Canvas,

sheterfog

nude easy.
edv?n,
h;[,rtM‘r J*>
N
?',h. “ftnouih, Much 11, llbH.

House., Store., and other bnildinga, filled with
Gas and Steam in the best manner.

stock before pur-

Huth, Tile.

Office of tm Comptroller op the

NO. 211.

witlTSS#.

Te*,,‘e.r;

Eufw*1' of
water, all iu goul repair. Said farm
wilj be
cheep an the owner is out of health and must sold
Mil
lerms of sale made known and all
Inquiries answer-

B0ILER8,

see

dec4 dtf

I
t

.p„Jt
Card

now

rORTLAKD, Uaiih.

of
office

our

b2a,

abun.lance,
i he barn is on tha o,
poaite slda of the road Ion
tong by 4J wide,
lor

patterns.

MANUFACTURER

JAMES T. PATTEN &

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,

1864.
1 real

invited to examine

"rondHkT

oiwlectw.,?^*

Pipr and Tixtcres, Sill Cearicz, Sbaftiu;, Pillrys. te.

Findings,

-FOR SALS BY-

STREET,

whereof, witness my

are

Scotch

INEAB THE POST OFFICE.)

testimony

»f

WOrdersfor Machine Jobbing,
Forgings, promptly executed.

h/£

or5.V?

Liobt Hocsa Work of all descriptions. and all
kinds of work required in building
FoBTIXKJATlOXR.
IronSlairx aud other Architectural Work.

chasing. Particular attention given to orders received by mail.
febl0dAw3m

BLOCK),

No. 81 MIDDLE

Steam

Le/J?m«r

|t|m..Uw“iT’,“,ffl5 eV

to furnish

of various sizes and

Shoe

the State. Having had large experience, and being importers and manufacturers, euabie» us to sell
the fame articles as low as they can be bought in
Boston. We have always taken especial pains to
give our customers RKLIABLE GOODS, aud believe none have given better satisfaction. Country

NEW DRY GOODS STORE !
(FOX

prepared

in

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

eral

WJ

to do all kind, of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

Needles and

ouly Mtnufacturer*of
KID AND GOAT STOCK

FOKBOTS’AND MES'S WEAR.

O

vided into three lot*
p*rmanently wneed jGr th*
raoat part with double *tou« wan*
l*iuh up moat of
t*le
»n their
Thirty acre* ol wood laud for moat partconstractloa.
o d growth
a portion border, on th* K.
is. and ano
fo ,Mt * ,ar#*
J»niily their
contain* irom live to *lx
hundred
*“d of ,he CI|oiceai
kinds. La
a thr’.vif
*
ha.
year.
borne
16 tt hu^Lnl. iuarke’ahle ai
plet. 'J here are (btrrv
Plum and P,..r tr.-es, .11
Une benrln
ai-Ho.cr.ni.erry lie d which hasJu.t begun u,
and from about one third of
the
els were picked and marketed lastsain.-, thirty hubycai. House to a
twostory w ooden building, containing eleven souasw
rooms, with lintohed.il. and
builliiugs attached,
mmauds a hie pr<
»au
w**h beautiiul shade
tree.;
sad
““
sort water in

UPHOLSTERER\,

STEAM ENGINES and

from

wT

contra.

twohundred ac.ee mowing, tilling, wood
and oSsture land*. C ut.i
tou* KdkImU hay. 1'aaturadi.

IRA WINN, Agent,
KTo. 11 Union St.,
Is

And the

a

Mayor.

Common Council. March 3,1864.
1 his hill having been twice read, passed to be or*
dained.
THUS. E. TWITCHF.LL, President.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor,
Approved,
rncho dtw

*rv“
* oriland, and two
injlea
lan d
two
depot., one on the Grand Trnak it. B
tarmm.th.urt West Pown.l
s„d tnrm

aehlltr

Importers of

Large varieties of Table Linens, Toweling*, Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and line Merino Ladies’
Black Hose Just received.

A

CuSto

No,. 64 and 64.Middle Str„t.

Sergei), Lasting-. anil GusM-tting*.

Lot of Bed Blankets;
Satineti),€;issiin<'rc81 Cloths

Don’t
them in

TllkEY,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,

Jan7 dtf
Be it ortiained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and Comtnon Council qf the City if Portland, in
City Council assembled, as foliates:—
Section 1. i'hc seventeenth section of the Revised Ordinances concerning carriages, is amended
so that said section, as amended, shall read as follows ;
See 17. The prices or rates of fare to be takon by,
or paid to the owner, driver, or other person, havngchargeof any hackney carriage,except Omnibuses, shall be as follows, that is to say, for carrying a
passenger from one placo to another, within the
City, between the hours of four o’clock A M., and
eloveu o'clock 1*. M. not exceeding thirty-five cents;
and from eleven o’clock P. M to four o’clock A. M.
not exceeding forty-five cents; for children between the ages of four and twevo years, if more
than one, or if accompanied
by an adult, half price
is only to be charged for each child, and for children
under four years of age, wbon
accompanied by their
parents, or an adult no charge shall be made.
Every owner, driver or other person having cliargo
of any hackney carriage, shall
carry* with each passenger one trunk, and in addition thereto two articles, such as a alisc, carpet hag, box, portmanteau,
buudle, or other similar article* used in travelling
if lie be rcouested to do so, without
charge or com-

For Male.
—^ll" Urm widely .ud favorable
as the col.
Jate* c.
k-rt, ksHovru
man farm, ..tua ed
m
the north
part ol berth V ariuouth, owned
-ocewpied by Edward B, ai*

Ko 51 Union Street,

to

AllIJAU HAWKtd.
Steven. PI.ms Post Ua«.

dfcwsw

mchU

CABINET MAKER

NO. 50 UNION STREET,

Cotton and Wool Domestics!
Flannels;

Ac

Manufacturers aud Wholesale Dealers in

yard,

Sixty-four.

An

BREED

•

CITY or PORTLAND.
In the

dftolt dtt

Just in, a lot of Cloth* and Heavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by tbo
cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lowest figures.

Now* is your time to strike our Nation's foe.
All wishing to do so are requested to call at

J. M. TODD’S,
Corner of Middle & Exchange Streets.

No. 349 1-Si Stewart’. Block, Concreu Bt

buy

Received from New York daily.

Burning to Avenge their Country’s Wrong.

Honey,
Fig*,
Date*,

H. S. EDWARDS,

NEW GOODS !

icb4

ONE

Lozenges
Candle*,

Tobacco,
Sardine*.
Cigars.
Fancy Candle* of nil description.
oct» dtf

testimony

New York, 22d Sept.,lS*53.
These Instruments may be found at tho Musio
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers' prices.

rush to their

a

should the people of Portland and vicinity
w here they can
as cheap
trade at a
in New York or Ronton, and where they can purchase DRY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a lair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

Why

not

tn*201jr

Prunes,
Citron,
Olive*,

G«uu.

GorracHALK.

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL A McALLISTER

HO EVEUY

ZUNDER,

(FOX DLOCKI
Still kcop up

churches, vestrys, or parlors,
the citizens of Portland and

OYvjr a

Commission, Portland, Me.
a

ORGANS.

vicinity.

Yo. 81 ITliddle Street,

j

Canary Heed,
Lemon Syrup,
Cocoa Xut*.
Nats, all kind*.
Rai*iu*.

SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May TJ, 186t.

subscriber, being impressed with the great
THE
excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation either for

Near the Post Office,

In
The Public are invited to give ns a call, as
bound to give satisfaction to all who favor
their custom.

Spruce

Lemon*.
Lime*,

Book and Show Cases made

Mason & Hamlin’s

as

Business

KAIia'U V

Fruit!

|^*Farniture Made, Repaired and Varnished at

FEUCHTWANGER &

OWUH-U,

Orange*.

prepared
ISBING
in a

RICE, Proprietor.

oolSly

Domestic

Wholesale and Uetail

Hotel

object.

large one.”

spared

and

lng uu*> hundred acres, suit.hiv 41.
tided i.io iU age, pasture end woodland.
Aplenty
of young orcharding apple and pear trees
just come
into near.ng, of the out varieties
The sob is mostly C.a/ IO-.IU, well watered by a ne-er-iail.ng brook
running through the farm. A new two story brick
House, With a good eeiiar.barn and other out-huild• ttgs, and an abundant
supply of excellent water,
terms easy, 1 or furlber i
-.formation Inquire of
the subscriber on the
premises.

large and well

a

selected stock of

Foreign

bridge, on the ro»a leading iron,
.1 ximuutb to tjacc.r.pp.—c< nt.m.

F. M. CABStEY,

Boston,

and Iteut Arranged

LEWIS

SAWYER,

Exchange Street,

been pur-

IN NEW ENGLAND.

Commixsion having

received letters of acknowledgement
THE
their
forwarded

Hanson Block, Middle St., Wo. 161.
Scholarships good in any part of the United States

O.

Wo. !i

HOUSE,

....

A Desirable Farm lor
Sale.
I’leasantly situated in Westbrook
six mile, from
Portiand.m .rPr.d. i

taken the Froit Store

AND
Largest

The

inoml.

“It i* eaaier to pay

.ne 1 rincipa) ha* had 20 j ears experience; is always
on the spot, and attend* to hi*
buxiuems and promises, aa during the pagt 12 years. no pains shall be
ifl the future.
Five hundred reference* of
the fire t class business men, with in
any other* of this
city, will testify to the practical utility, capaciousness and completeness of
my systemi and manner
of teaching, and citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will bo awarded for thor-

recently

Aid to Union Prisoners in liieh-

U. 8. Christian

Thorough

Hotel lias

TIIE AHEHIC1N

mch20’63dly

nov26tf

a

popular

FOR SALE & TO LET.

W. W. CARR & 00..
formerly ooeapied by

Are prepared to offer to the trade

for pleasure.
It has a fine large Dancing Halt aud
good Bowling
Alleys, in close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable, containing
nice stalls.
twenty
There is aiso a well sheltered Shed, 100 feet
long, for
bitching horses.
The choicest Suppers will be got
up for sleighing
and dancing parties, who will liud it
greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spared for the entertainment of
ffuoats.
declO-dtf

I

open Day and Evening, for
18Education.
Eocated 1850.

This

A

Hard and Soft Wood.

Company,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the let day of November, A. D. 1863, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

HOUSE,

HOU8*.)

WILSON

jli ffimcliasod by Mr Mill# riot tbr Albion)and has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, aud numerous excellent alterations
Jj
(made. It is located on the bacearappa road,
about lour miles from Portland, affording a beautiful
drive ov»tr a good road, and just about far
enough

COAL

of the best

Resort 1

MILDER,.PROPRIETOR.

J. P

BUSINESS CARDS.
Haring

(FORMERLY

SMITHS' USE.

are

WHOLE NO. 534

S._

Pleasure

THE WHITE

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH.
UAZRLTCN LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH.
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S,
THE GENUINE LOR BE R Y
Parc and Free Darning.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and othei

STATEMENT OF THE
iEtna Insurance

J, C.

WOOD", Splendid
CASH.

POK

CUMBERLAND

1864.

HOTEL

|

DELIVERED TO ANT FABT OF THECITT

rrles.

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secret»r,
EDWARD SHAW', Agent, 10* Middle Street.
oct*T lyood

&

CHEAP

OF NEW YORK.

Ofapiial 5*300.000,

MARCH 21.

MISCELLANEOUS.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

perhaps

The formation of these various associations
for the same geueral purpose with no bond of
union or concert of action, except a generous
zeal in a noble cause and sendtug their
agents
into the llcld to solicit aid, has
necessarily led
to more or less
and
loss
of
misunderstanding
lime and labor. So for the
purpose of har-

MONDAY MORNING,

$9.50

K tubxcriter o r* rs for sale a very
e-tate, situated in the pleasant
containing about 2* acre* of good

valuable »ral
Free*
land, with a

village of

tWo-ntory dwelhug house, out-buildings, rabb «nd
barn all in good repair. The above wa* the homestead of the late J. W Mitchell. It has a front en
the county road from 1‘ortlaud to Bruuswick, of
about 6 > rot*, with rear line on Portland f Keanebee Itailroad
The bui ding* aro finely located, and afford a delightful proapectot Monery. It is within five minute* walk I om station of «aid
railroad, villagu
stores, meeting-houses, *ibools. Ac. It baa a
large
old orchard, containing varieties of
apples, pears,
Ac
Al-o abundance m garden fruits. Curs about
ten tons of hay yearly, is finely watered
by an
evarlivine brook spring Ac
lias a line row of
old Shade e m tree* oi th4 county road: and. altogether. embraces such superior advantages for the
purchaser, that tho*e wishing to bd^ are in itad to
call aud examine for themselves.
Will exchange lor good cl nr or vmmI property.
Apply to J. A. Mill'll ELL, on the preoi see, or
W W HARK!*.
116 Commercial Street. 1‘ortland
n

PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAL *9.50 p TON
SI'KING MOUNTAIN.
LEHIGH, liaZILTON.
SUGAR LOAK, OLD COM l'AN Y LKllli.il. Lt>OUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS. IHAMllND, WEBSI ER and RLACK DEATH. These Coals are of the
very best vitality, well screened and picked, and
warranted to give satisfaction.
Also lor sale best of

SOFT WOOD,
delivered to any part of the city.
Orrii'K C'OHMeac iAL St., head of Kranklin Wharf.
8. RUDDS & SON.
febld dly

HARD AND

j

Freeport, Marco ltf( litH.

mchi*

eodln^

THE DAILY PRESS*
MAIBB

P08TLAHD
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Monday Morning, March‘il, 1861.
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the. State, and
double that of any other in Portland.
year if paid
will be made.

TaaifS—*7.W/Kr
•

of *1.00

discount

strictly

in adeance

Support ol the Government.
The Argus mistakes in supposing

wc

grieve

because it docs not approve iu the administration those things which its judgment con-

A Personal Affair.
We give place to the following
correspondence simply to accommodate the gentlemen
In Brunswick whose names are
appended to
the note addressed to us, and as an act of
justice to Mr. Jackson. We take no
pleasure In
introducing to our columns the name of Mr.
Tenney or his paper, in any unpleasant relation, because Mr. T. chooses not to be on good
terms with us, and has allowed his unkind

spirit to go so far as to disoblige us by refusing an exchange with the Press. Though he
has done nothing to give him any claim upon
our forbearance, we cherish towards him no
ill-will, aud regret that we are called upon to
allow others to do in
have no

tendency

our

columns what will

to soften his

asperities.—

demns.

We have before us the article from the Telegraph to which Mr. Jackson replies, and

ions which result from

emphatic severity and its bitterness
of spirit called for the reply of Mr. J..and we
are somewhat surprised that Bro.
Tenney did
not allow him a hearing in his columns. So
far as we are concerned we hope the matter

We ask no one to approve the acts
or the policy of the administration unless lie
believes that policy or those acts to be wise
and politic. Itis the privilege of every man
to think for himself—to entertain any opina

candid exercise of

think its

his

may end here.

tions of the acta of our rulers with a

To the Editor of the Press;
As Mr. Tenney, the editor of the Brunswick Telegraph, refuses to publish my son’s
answer to his lying communication in relation
to the usage of Jeff. Davis' coachman at the
Tontine Hotel, 1 trust you will publish it in
the Press, and oblige,

judgment or an intelligent exercise of
his reasoniug powers. For no such thiug do
we find fault with or condemu the Argus.
But we do complain of that paper or any
other paper, ot its editor or any other citizen,
for all unfair carping at and misrepresentato breed or foster a

spirit of

view

no

efforts for a

belter

recon-

struction.

The Argus will probably agree with us that
somebody or some power must decide upon
the war policy of the government and shape
the various means necessary to carry that

policy into effect. The highest law has left no
ambiguity as to the parties upon whom these
The President is the

duties shall devolve.

and as such is the

Commander-in-chief,
rightful judge of military necessities and of the
j
proper policy to be observed in the conduct
of the

war.

devolve upon

war-making

other powers which
Congress. Congress has the
arc

but not

the

war

conducting

If the President does not execute its

power.

will,

There

if he does it unwisely, then Cougress

or

may cut off his supplies. Now we take this
ground: that while every citizen has an un-

questioned right

to dissent from the

policy of

the government and to believe it unwise or
policy nas oeen ueciuea
upon by competent authority no citizen cau
oppose it without opposing the Government
impolitic,

Itself.

wnen mat

He can labor to secure its

modifica-

tion or entire

change, but to oppose its operation while it is the policy of the government,
authoritatively settled, is, to say tbe least of
it, but little better than open rebellion, and
certainly no more honorable and no more entitled to respect.
A common sailor before the mast may feel
quite sure that the order from the quarterdeck is wrong, and that its exeuclion will result in disaster; but that order having been issued by the only officer authorized to direct

ship’s

the

course, must be obeyed, and the
man who should attempt to evade it or to

seaen-

ter his protest openly before the men, would
be guilty of mutiny, and no amount of supe-

knowledge on his part, and no setting-up
of his right of private judgement in the case,
rior

would avail to save him lrorn the consequences of disobedience.
The private soldier may very seriously
doubt the wisdom of au order from headquarters, but shall he set up his opposition to the
execution of authoritative commands ? The
rules of the service do not allow him to know
what is best in the case. The law has delega-

ted to others the power to decide such matters, and his duty Is to aid in executing that
decision.

So, too,

in the case in

point. While we
have no intention of asserting that military
or naval or even marine regulations—necessarily arbitrary—should obtain in civil life and
in controlling our conduct towards the civil
administration of the government,

we do insist that when any action of the government
has been decided upon by the rightful and

only competent authority, as good citizens
we have no right to oppose such action so
long as it remains uurepealed or unmodified.
Factions opposition to authority is no legitimate right of citizenship.
This is true even
in times of peace; how much more so when
the life of the nation is in peril!
_*_•

an:

aruing
mantling prompt action ou the part of the government.
That action must be had to save
the national honor and the national
laijtuuto

tuiisiaiiuy

ue-

integrity,

bo ate body must decide what this action shall
be. Earnest, honest, loyal men are bound to
presume

that such decisions are made in

good faith and in accordance with the best
judgement of the deciding tribunal. True,
the President is imperfect and like other men
may err, but his errors arc entitled to be regarded as the errors of a well-meaning man,

having the good of his country at heart. And
in an hour like the present, when armed rebels are grasping at the nation’s throat, and
the life of our institutions is still in
peril, and
when a united public sentiment is needed to
early suppression of rebellion, and
when traitors find hope and encouragement
only or chiefly in the dissentions of those who
should be united in opposing them, we look
upon it as a very spurious kind of patriotism
secure

the

that will fold its hands

Yours, &c.,

discontent in the

public mind, or to undermine that couiidence
of the people iu their government without
which popular institutions cannot long be
maintained. If the Argus thinks the admintration at fault iu conducting the war to put
down rebellion, it should point out a better
way, and not content itself simply with faultfinding. The merest vandal may tear down
the temples which the wisdom of the ages
It is a poor phialone has been aide to rear.
losophy that will be content with destruction
and put forth

Brunswick, March 18,1804.

and refuse to

work

because it

objects to some of the means or
of the workmen, or which can do nothbut find faull,and by all the arts of an infern-

some

ing
al spirit seek to sow the seeds of discontent in
the public mind, to destroy coufldcncc ou
the part of the people, and to breed
mutiny
among those needed to aid iu defending the
Ship of State from the pirates who are threatening to board her.
In 184d Mr. Polk, in his annual
message,
charged treason upon that large class of the
American people who, he said, “aided and
comforted” the public enemy, though that enemy was on a foreign soil, by withholding
their sympathy from the Mexican war. How
much more guilty are those who, when the
enemy is at the door, aid and comfort” him,
not simply by withholding sympathy from
the efforts put foitb for his subjugation, but
by open and constant assaults upon the government that is laboriug to uiaiutain its authority and to put down the rebel power!
And in all kindness and candor, we ask if
this is not precisely the position
occupied by
our contemporary of the
Argus ? Is he not

constantly laboriug—unintentionally, we hope
—to destroy the people’s confldence in the
Government, and thus to aid the common enemy ? Is he not constantly saying to the rebels, that the Government is too exacting with
them, is unreasonable iu its conditions, is
tyrannical in its conduct of the war, is despotic in its acts, and therefore, as opposition
to tyrants is loyalty to
God, it is not only
proper and right in the rebels, but their highest duty, to persist in their rebellion ?

S. R. Jackson.
We also ask that you will comply with the

above request.

Chas. Bouteli-k,

A. Brooks, Jn.,
Robert Skoliteld,
Naa< Plummer,
J. P. Booker,
A. N. Metcalf,

John Furbish,
F. S. Day,
Lorenzo Day.

Brunswick, March 18th, 1804.
the Editorttf the Press:
The Editor of the Brunswick Telegraph
(Mr. Tenney) made an unwarrantable charge
against me in a late paper, and I wrote him
the following communication in answer. With
the fairness characteristic of the man (if i
may thus insult the human race by calling
him a man) he refuses to publish my answer.
He makes one correction, saying he read the
llrst paragraph hastily, and quoted from memory. A while ago he made some strictures
upon the National Banking system, aud afterwards in a private conversation owned to a
person that he never read the Act authorizing
the Banks.
O. J.
To

Mil Tenney :—A friend called my attenan article in your last issue, in which
you sec lit to accuse me of malice and style
me the fabricator of a falsehood.
Allow me
to disabuse the public of such an idea, and
from your own words, prove you to be au intenlial perverter of facts, or, to use your lan”
You
guage, a “fabricator of falsehoods.

tion to

-puuosopiuze souiewuai, as follows—
pity that a town whicli throws so
large a Republican majority should have only
a copperhead tavern and a
copperhead newspaper supported by Republicans.”
words
were:—Is there another town in
My
Maine of the same political cast, where a
coptavern
and copperhead weekly paper
perhead
are supported, and the latter
mainly by the
subscriptions of Republicans ? You make
me atlirm that the Tontine is
supported by
Republicans. I have never said so. This is
fabrication of falsehood No. 1.
That the
“Telegraph” is supported mainly by the subscriptions of Republicans I still atlirm, and
ground my statement upou—first, the periodic
and spasmodic demands of the Editor for
more assistance—and second, the fact that
quite a number of Republicans arc subscribers to the paper. Hence if almost expiring
with these subscribers the “Telegraph” would
evidently cease to breathe without them.
Again you say, “though if he (Mr. Berry)
chose to refuse quarters to any person, white
or black, the public have little to do with it.”
This is “fabrication of falsehood” No. 2.
In the ltevised Statutes, chap. 27 sec. 5. it
reads: “He (the innkeeper) shall grant such
reasonable accommodation as occasion requires to strangers, travellers and others." If
a person, for the benefit of
advantages which
may thereby accrue to him, enters into a contract with the public, have that public “little
to do with it” when he violates his part of the
contract? Further you say, “the slap at the
‘Telegraph’ as a copperhead sheet we pass
over in silent contempt.”
Docs silence, in
this case, give consent?
If so, I give you
credit for, at least, one truth in your article.
If not, please name a paper which you call
copperhead and let us compare the two. I
have this to say in explanation of my course.
From v’hat Mr. Jackson stated in his lecture
at the
I,—I—and as far as I have learned—
others formed the opinion that he was deuied
accomm
itions at the “Tontine.”
My first
article w
published in the “Press” of March
1st. and :.
oon as I hoard it was not true in
tie part,
liars, I wrote to the Editor a paralate March 2d, correcting the former
g.
a
I
one
giving the reason of my erroneous
impri on, viz: Mr. Jackson’s remarks in
the evi ug.
This was done before I was
known 'f suspected of writing the first piece,
and lone willingly and cheerfully as any
honest minded person would hasten to do.
Will you be as honest in correcting your paragraph, or will you still cling to your low
habit of flinging right and left your false statements and blackguard insinuations and still
retain the unenviable reputation you enjoy of
making your paper the medium of abusing
auy one whose opinions differ from Jyour
say

What a

BY

-TO TS1-

EVE»1N«

PAPERS.

New York, March 19.
The Tribune’s dispatch says Stuart has not
crossed at Fredericksburg with 5,000 men
Grey writes from headquarters under this
morning's date tiiat by occasion of reports
that Stuart is concentrating
large bodies of
cavalry at Fredericksburg preparatory to a
monster raid, the wildest rumors are
afloat,
which cannot be traced to any reliable source.
Mr. Clement C. Barclay, of Philadelphia,
arrived here to-day, bringing a rumor that the
rebels intend to iuvade Maryland.
He made
the earliest announcement of Lee's invasion
of Maryland last spring.
It is believed that
Lee will make a dash for Washington or for
the rear of the army of the Potomac. Active
preparations for the defence of the forts
around Washington indicate that the military
authorities are apprehensive of a foray, at
least, if not for a movement of the whole rebel army toward the Capital.
The Tribune's Washington letter says Col.
Margrave's plan to kidnap President Lincoln,
proposed to the rebel War Department in No—

was

as

follows:

One hundred and fifty picked men were to
go secretly North and take quarters in Washington, Georgetown, Baltimore and Alexandria, so as to be able to communicate daily
with each other,and upon a day fixed
by their
leader were toasscmble in Washington lor the
of
purpose
making the seizure. The President, it was claimed, could be easily seized at
a quiet hour at the White House, or on
going
to or returning from church, or on some other
favorable occasion, and thrust iu a
carriage
and carried off. The carriage was to be joined a few miles out of the city by
twenty live
or thirty armed men on horseback.
It was proposed to drive to Indian
Point,
about twcnty-tlve miles south of Washington,
on the Potomac, two or three
relays of fleet
horses being stationed on the way, where a
boat was to be in waiting to cross the river
and land the captive a few miles south of Occoquan, where it would be an easy matter for
his captors to work their way with him through
the woods by night into the rebel lines.
To
prevent pursuit, every bridge was to lie destroyed between Washington and Indian Point.
Our

Hay In Ur from Europe.

New York. March 19.
The steamer City of Baltimore, from Liverpool 5th, via Queenstown 7th, ha? arrived.—
She took the place of the City of Cork.
Cork papers of the 7th contain a little addi-

tional news.
The steamer North American passed Crookhaven on the afternoon of the 6th, and
proceeded to Londonderry. All well.
The Morgeubladt, published at
Christiana,
says the people of Norway will be grateful to
the King for abstaining from war.
The Legislature will doubtless approve this view.
UitU'U UU

v/upcuiiagcu uu'jmicij,

lllB

DlgUl

of the 8d inst., says the Austrians are before
Duppel, aud an attack on that place is shortly
expected; also, that those district* of Schles-

wig

oecupied by Austro-Prussian troops
elected members to the Danish ltegsraad.
In Copenhagen all the candidates who are
favorable to an euergetic prosecution of the
war

not

were

elected.

II

arsaw,March Olh.—An imperial manifesto, announcing the emancipation of the peasants, was solemnly proclaimed to-day.
Paris.—The three Prussian war ships at
Brest have been ordered North.
The Election in

Resident
lows

:

l.

1..

——

..v

V

••xsuoas.

at

..

UIIIJJ

<*tu

family,

WIU1 it

JJI

1

ViUl'

ami further, had I been able in that
respect, I could not have done so,as I was ignorant how or when he was to come or did
com;.
I have no doubt Mr. Jackson could
and would have boen entertained this side of
the river, had he applied to the right class of
persons.
And now let ine ask a question or two.
Why did not the person who secured rooms
for Mr. Jackson, see that he was met and informed of the accommodations prepared for
him, and why did not Mr. Dennison make the
correction, which he afterwards so deeply interested himself about, at the Hall, and not
allow tlie audieuce to go away witli the impression Hint Mr. Jackson had not been rightly used at the Tontine ?
As you are pleased to designate
my correction of a mistake as “eating a small piece of
bumble pie” will you, Mr. Tenney,
please pass
your plate and, by publishing this communication, accept of a similarly small piece from
the same pie.
Osceola Jackson.

Tint Canadian Business,—The Bostonmaking an ctibft to establish a line of
steamers between that city and
Liverpool,and
in order to induce
subscriptions to tbe stock,
they put forth the silly argument that the business carried ou between
Liverpool and the
Canadas, now done in the winter through this
port, will be turned through Boston ; and to
ians are

show the

plausibility of this argument the
Journal gives an extract from a Montreal letter-written no doubt by a Bostonian in that
city—setting forth that the severe cold and
the snow storms usually experienced in Canada Last and in Maine, make that railroad
route (Portland to Montreal) much iess available thau one leading direct to Boston.”
Is it supposed any flats will be caught by so
nonsensical a pretense as this ? Are the Canadian snows thus partial iu their distribution,
so that tbe road
leading fiom Portland is

blocked by them, while roads from

leadimj to the same point, are
is, so far as the past winter

l^oston,

free ? Tbe truth

is concerned at
auy rate, the roads in Maine have been less
blocked by snow than those soutli and west of

The greatest interruptions on any roads
east of Boston, have been beyoud the Massaus.

chusetts line.

More

than

this:

the Grand

Trunk road has not been obstructed by
for the
no

winter,

and

during its
Kngland

railroad in New

promptly

cleared after

a

whole

snow

history

has been more
storm than the Maine

portion of the Grand Trunk.

The Bostonians must resort to some more sensible dodge
than this, before they can divert the Canadian
business trom the shortest land as well as
occau route, through their circuitous channel.

Sf” On tourth page,—The Saved.
ByShipbuilding is active at Machias.
By James Clark, Esq., of I.ewiston, recently sold a yoke of oxen for $310.
By^There arc about 200 students in attendance at Bates College.
By Messrs. Hemmenway A Ilolway are
building a steam mill at Machias.
ByTlie musical convention at Lewiston
closed on Friday
evening with a concert. It
was

well attended.

Cy*The 20th Maine Iiegiment, when last
heard from, was at
Franklin,La., under marching orders.
2y*The prices of silks have recently declined in the Lyons market, through apprehensions caused by the Germau war.
By A loyal Homan Catholic clergyman in
Missouri, who has pastoral charge of a large
district, recently observed that he never yet
met a poor man who was a secessionist.

jy f armers in Illinois are sowing their
spring wheat already—and a great deal of it.
Farming hands are scarce, however, and their
wages range from twenty to twenty-live dollars per month.
By We are glad to

dog tax
proposition has been indefinitely postponed in
the Senate. Every town has a
right to tax
dogs now, and that is sufficient. Why not
tax cats, poll parrots and canary birds ?
ay I'liere were only eighteen votes in the
House in support of Mr. Mallory’s motion to
strike out of the act enabling the Territory of
Colorado to form

see

that the

State government, the

a

clause

prohibiting slavery.
By The Secretary of the Treasury will
have a surplus of $22,000,000 in gold, which
he can sell between now and the first of July,
under the provisions of the bill just passed by
Congress.
By"The New York papers talk of steamers
“preparing to start in search-’ of the He GaWhat

jantuomo.”
iB! Now if

a

it were

slow coach New York
Portland the very spot

where the frigate went down, would l>e marked with a buoy before this. Think of the
Tacony pirates.—[Boston Advertiser.

By A correspondent of the Boston Adverbankrupt bill is ready to be repotted, but a majoiity of the Select Committee on the subject are in favor of postponing

tiser says the

it until the next session, and the

dained and installed over the
of March.

Ey Rev. W. II. Daniels,
has come

same on

full live thousand more. The new State Constitution was almost unanimously
ratiiied,
there being only one hundred and thirty-seven votes against It.
Arkausas is thus declared a Free State in the Union.
The whole
Free State ticket is elected.
Guerrilla bands
made violent threats—nevertheless the citizens were enthusiastic In their determination
to vote the State back into the Union, many
going to the polls at the risk of their lives.—
The military used every exertion to protect
the voters.
From San

Oominyo.
New York, March 19.
Advices from Havana are unimportant.—
The Hamburg Consulate at Trinidad is sup-

pressed.

♦

There is nothing later from Mexico.
Large reinforcements of Spanish troops

have reached San Domingo.
Further adhesions to the Spanish rule are
reported. On the 10th inst. the Spanish soldiers surprised a national camp at flato Mayor, and captured some rebels aud put the rest
to flight.
From Xne

New

Orleans.

York, March 19.

The steamer Havana, from New Orleans
11th, via Havana 14th, has arrived.
In the

fight

the Ouachita Uiver, by which
Admiral Porter captured a rebel fort at Harrisonburg, one of our vessels was struck thirty-three times.
The report of the capture of Yazoo City
with the Illinois regiment is repeated via New
Orleans, but is doubtless untrue.
ou

MAINE

LEG1SLAT 0 BE.
Augusta, March 18.
SENATE.

Bill

taxing dogs was amended in concurrence, and, ou motion ol Mr. Dingley, indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Bradbury,from the committee ou Printing aud Binding, reported the contract back

with an addendum.
Mr. Cram moved to recommit the contract
with instructions to the committee to rewrite
it, change the language of that portion relating to press-work, and omit the addendum.—
After debate, the motion was lost—yeas 8,
nays 17.
The contract was then approved.
The bill increasing the duty and the pay of
Supreme Judges, under consideration when
the Senate adjourned yesterday, was considered, the question being ou the amendment of
Mr. Ilingley to make the salary $2,200.
Mersrs. Stewart and Spring spoke in favor
of the original bill, and against the amendment.

Mr. Merrow favored the amendment.
Without taking the question the Senate ad-

journed.

HOUSE.

ufacturing Company.
Passed Finally—Resolve directing the Land
Agent to inform cities and towns of the
amount of State aid when the same is
ready
for distribution; resolve authorizing a loan in

behalf of the State.
The resolves in favor of the Westbrook
Temiuary and Maiue Wesleyan Seminary,
were deleated, the former by a vote of 55
yeas
to (53 nays, and the latter by 57 yeas to (51
nays.
The House voted to adhere to its vote referring the Militia bill to the next Legislature.
Mr. Webb, of Portland, offered a series of
resolutions relating to a commission on organization of the militia, which were laid over
under the rule.
Mr. Barker, of Stetson, moved a reconsideration of the vote refusing a passage to the
resolve in favor of Westbrook Seminary, and
moved that the motion to reconsider be la:d
on the table aud Tuesday assigned.
The latter motion was agreed to.—Adjourned.

£5P"H.

K. Drake & Co.’s

lar for Jan.

Shanghai

Circu-

7,

“The pressure in our
says:
money market which has almost assumed the
proportions of a panic among the native mer-

chants, (the Chinese

refusing to grant
any accommodations whatever, owing to the
recent development amoug some of the principal Cotton operators) has effectually stopped business in imports, and prices must be
considered as entirely nominal.’’
Bankers

Canada.Boston.Liverpool....
Bavaria.New

Ar at Havana, 9th, bark E Dyer, Portland; brigs
Velocity. New York; Sharpsburg. Portland; 11th,

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STIAMBR

FROM

North American.

Chronicle says the
her passage from

on

the navy yard to the lower harbor, on Thursday afternoon, ran against the rocks off Sullivan’s Island, injuring the vessel considerably.
Her port paddle boxes are badly stove, and

she leaks to

some

extent.

SyThe rebels speak of General Grant’s
“blundering audacity.” They don’t acknowledge that he is a great military man. With
them, as with northern copperheads, Gen.
McClellan is the only able Federal General.
They think well of him, probably, because he
has done them so little injury.
CyThe friends of Fremont were invited
to meet on Friday evening in New York, to
consider the propriety of presenting his name
as a

Presidential candidate.

presumed

to include

The invitation is

neighbor of the Arrecently taken to copying the
our

gus, as he has
manifestos of the friends ol rival candidates

against

Lincoln.

President

The Fremont

manifesto

appeared Saturday morning.,
jjyThe Barnstable Patriot says that three
enterprising citizens of Chatham
Capt. E.
Nickerson, Capt. Joseph Nickerson, and Mr.
John E. Perry—have recently purchased some
three or lour acres of land bordering on
Townsend harbor, Bootbbay, on which to establish a first class establishment for fitting
out fishermen, packing and inspecting mackerel, curing codfish, etc.
—

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Teeth like Pearls and Breath of Sweetness obtained by tue use of that
popular Dentifrice,
Fragrant "SojrdoDt,” a ceinpo.ition of tbe choicest and recherche ingredients, the three most important requisites, clemolinoss cthcacy and convenience
being present in the high* st possible degree of perIt removes all disagreeable odors, scurf
fection.
and tartarous adhesions, insuring a pearl like whiteness to the teeth; gives tone to the bioatli and a cool
delicate aromatic fragrance to the mouth, which
makes it really a toilet luxury. It seems to bo iu
area! favor

with

the ladies

Sold by Druggists everywhere, at 75 cents per bottle.
mch2l dlt
Office, Portland, 1
March 18th, 1804.
)
From and after this date, and until further notice,
the Western Mail will be close at this office at 2
o'clock, P. M instead of 1], as heretofore.
mchltf 3wed
A. T DOLE, P. M.
Post

....

C

OPENING.

15 A 15 15,

lv

mchlG

No.9 Clapp's Block.

Cape Elizabeth, July 1, 1S63.
my connection with the State Keform School, as a teacher, L. F. Atwood’s Bittern
were introduced there and used with marked sucoess,
particularly in Bilious affections.
A. P. HILLMAN.
Yours, Ac.,

Sir:—During

Dear Sir .—I have used L. F. Atwood's Bitters
for some 10 or 15
years. 1 have tried a great number
of medicines for Dyspepsia,but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me of this distressing
complaint. My neighbors
have also been greatly beuefltted by the use of them.
JOEL HOW.
Y-fT* Heware of Counterfeits and base imitations,
some of which acr signed
M.” F., instead of L. F.
Atwood. The oenuine is signed L. F. Atwood, and
as a S'lfeguara against imposition bears an extra
lahkl.countersigned H. It. HAY, Druggist, Portland, He., sole General Agent.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine generfanlG timeudAw 3
ally.

HOWARD’S
CANCER AND
CANCER AND
Surpasses all
Surpasses all

CANKER SYRUP
CANKER SYhUP
knotcn Remedies
known Remedies

FOR THE CURE OF

Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Tumors, Ulcers.
Sold by 1(. H. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland
aud vicinity.
dec31 eodAw3m
Sore Throat,

Cough,
Cold,
and similar troubles, if suffered to progress, result
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
are compounded so as to reach
directly the seat of
the disease aud give almost instant relief.
mch5dlm
Byif you are going to the West.South.orNorthWest, proourc Through Tickets at Ltptte’8 Union
Ticket Offioe, No. 31 Exchaugo Street, where you
may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates of
fkre, and obtain all needful information.
TuThSAwtf
Nov. 2.1863.

HT“To cure

the throat aud
by II. II. Hay,

cough, hoarseness, or any disease of
lungs.use Howes’s Cough rills. Sold
Portland, aud by druggists generally.

a

jan27 dAw8m*

jyThe Post Office is directly opposite Uarris
Job29 tl
Cap Store.

Hat and

mr CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly printe
at this offioe.
tf

Holland.

Mar 16

York. Hamburg.Alar 19
City of New York.New York. Liverpool.... Mar 19

sch Mentor, Bo-ton.
Sid 9th. brig Manzanillo, for Portland. 11th, bark
John A Niles, do; brig James Crosby, do.
Ar at Matau/as 7th. brigs Antilles and Torrent, of
Portland; sch R H Perkins, of Bangor; 11th, brig

Nova Scotian

.Portland_Liverpool.Mar 19
Jura.Portland Liverpool.Mar 26
Hansa.New York.. Bremen
_Mar 26
Australasian.New York Liverpool.Mar 28
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Mar 30
North American.. .Portland... .Liverpool_April 2
Germania.New York.. Liverpool.... April 2
Chin i.New York.. Liverpool
April 0
Peruvian. Portland.
Liverpool.
April 9
Africa.Boston.
Liverpool.April 13
Hibernian.Portland.. .Liverpool,_April 16
Damascus.Portland.. .Liverpool... .April 23
Nova Scotian.Portland. Liverpool.
30
Roanoke.New York Havana.Mar 18
Morning Star,- New York.Uavana.Mar ID

Surf, Portland.
Sid 11th, bark (iaribaldi, for Holmes' Hole;
brig
H U Berry, New York.
from Cardenas 11th, bark Harvest Moon. forN
^Sld
1 ork; brig W K Sawyer, do; sch Three
Sons, Boston.
Sid

from ('ienfuegos 10th. brig Agnes, Boston;sch
Maggie Louisa, Philadelphia.
SI JOHN NB—Ar 12th, sch
Laurel, Lord, Eastport; 14th, ship M R Ltidwili. Ha ding, London: 17,
bark Eva, Portland; sch Island Belle,
Raymond,
Boston; ship Leiden Hind. Orr, New Orleans; bark
Wentworth, St Mary’s Bay.
Cld 12th, sclw Union Mar, Packard, Camden; Duke
ol Newoastle, Finlay, Providence: 1
Bosno, Speight,
*

April

IMPORTS.

ton

MATANZAg—Brig Minne Treat, 466 hhds Molasses, 75 tres do, 1 bbl do. J B Brown & Sons; 11 bbls
Molasses, master; 1 case Cigars, Geo S Hunt.
PONCE, PR—Br scliClio, 78 hhds Sugar, 54 punoheons Molasses, 6 tres do, 70
bags Coffee, 1 box Cigars,
E Churchill A Co.
CARDIFF—Br ship Jane, 666 tons Coal, J L Far-

HALIFAX—Ar I4th, brig Stanley, Dixon, Portland; soli Blue Jackett, Horn, Boston.
Cld 12th. steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, Portland;
14th bark Queen of the Fleet, Hilton. New
York; sch
John Nelson, Nelson, for do.
SPOKEN

mer.

March 11. lat 2920, lonG9 14, brig Lady of the
trera New \ork for CtJba.
March 13. lat 37 18. Ion 72 50. bark James E
from New York for New Orleans.

MXPORTS.
LIVERPOOL—Steamer Nova Scotia.), 1855 bbls
Flour, 1127 bush Wheat, 2169 bushels Peas. 102 bbls
Ashes ; 41.700 lbs Butter. 928.800 lbs cut Meats.39 bbls
Pork; 60,600 lbs Lard, 19 pkgs Game,3,202 lbs Tobacco; 4 Sewing Machines, 36 pkgs Sundries, and $5,192
in

Mercantile

Library

-OF TH*-

TEMPERANCE

-OX-

Monday Evening,

U K A N D

£ jj.Complimentarv Ball
The pupil* and friend* of Mr. A. J. Locke in thi*
have tendered to him a Complimemarv lleoctit.
and would reepectfully »olicit theoo-operatioaofthe
citizen* generally to make the adair a* »ucce»sfu! a*
the worthy benetioiary it deterr ing. The Ball will
take place at

LANCASTER HALL,
-OH-

Friday Evenin';,

In Bath, James H McLellan. Esu. aged 62.
In South Berwick, Thomas Harding, aged 79.
Near Presque Isle, Mr Thomas Smith, of Oldtown.
aged 54.
In Orono, Rohocca B Colburn, aged 29.
In Freeport, Mrs Susan Wells, aged 66
years 9 mos
16 days.
In Washington. DC, 18th inst, Howard, son of lion
George W McLellan. aged 25 years.

March 26fb.

Committee
Arranr/ement$—Thom*s A. Bowen,
S.Twomb’y, F W. Smith. F. M Carter, K. H.
Widbur, C. It. Rich, S. K Smardon, K. Hodgkins,
D. Daev, A. D Smith. F. U. Rich. Frank Dyer, B.
Kuigbt, Thos P. Beal, W K. Rhodes, C. F. Rounds.
E. M Smith, J. N. Martin.
C^MasiC by Chandler’s (Quadrille Band.
Dancing to commence nt $ o'clock. E^Clothing
ohecked free of expense.
TICKETS SI. to be had of the Committee, ai
Paine's Music Store, aud at K. L. Robinson's, under
Lancaster Hall.
mchll dtd
L.

NEWS.

PORTLAND.

FERNALDlfc

J. E.

Saturday. March 19.
ARRIVED.

Merchant

QSteamor Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

Brig Miuse Traub. Mitchell. Matmnzas 4 inst.
Br sch Kecbab, McNeil, St John NB, with
Diving
Apparatus.
Sch E Herbert, Snow, Boston.
Sch Emblem. Harding, Welflect.
Sch Trade Wind. Hill, Saco.
SAILED—Wind WNW. Ship Frank Boult in tow
of steamer Continental.
CLEARED.
Steamship Nova Scotian. (Br) Graham, Liverpool.

AND

Gents’

SON.,

Tailors,

DKALKBS

I>

Furnishing Goods,
have

just opened

NTEW
and

piU •/

a

GOODS,

can cow

Font

H k A Allen.
Steamship Star of the South, Schenck, New Orleans
H Inman. I' S quartermaster.
Steamer Potomac, Sherwood, New York, Emery A
Fox.
Br bark G Palmer, Lowrison, Cardenas, 11 I Robinson.
Brig Young Republic. Libby. Cardenas, G S Hunt.
Sch W Freeman, Freeman, Baltimore, O Nicker-

show

than

more

Gentlemen’s and

for

Goods

Boys’Garments.

Elegant Fitting Garments
can

always be

prices

Laurel, Pratt, Cohassctt, master.
Sunday. March 20.
ARRIVED.
Br ship Jane, Hatfield. Cardiff, 11th ult.
Spoko
•hip Favorite, in Ion 45, lat 46 20. Also passed large
quantities of held ice ou the eastern edge of tho Banks
and had to run a* far South as lat 41 30 to clear it.
Br sch Clio. McDonald, from Ponce, PR, 29th uit.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Arkansas, Thorndike, Rockland.
Steamer Montreal. Prince, Bostou.
Sch Olive Elizabeth. Webber, Eastport.
Sch Rochester, Oliver, Phipsburg.
Sch

The

as

low

people

bad at the time

agreed upon, and at

as at any other house.
are invited to call at

NO. 87 MIDDLE STREET.
mch21
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OLD BOOK
(rOGMERLT
29

STANDj
fc

B. B. MITMKY

CO.)

BOSTON,

L'OltVlIILL,

TAGGARD A TIHH1PN0V
Have purchased of Fbkd 'k A. Bitou

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
HARBOR REGULATIONS—DEPARTMENT OF
VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA.
»
Office of the Captain of the Port,
Port Monroe. Va. March 1, 1804. I
All vessels of every description, in the transport
service of the U nited States Government, or on
private account, passing the Guard Boat within tho limits ot this Department, will, immediately on their arrival. report at this office, on Baltimore'Wharf.

entire

bankrupt

BOOKS A

rr

k

Co., the

stock of

STATIONERY,

AND LISTS OK I’l BLICATIONS ISSVED,
At

the

no

leading to

Old

29

Stund,
are

ratio

x*ew-bngiauu
orders to

Coiuhill.

invitoa to continue

sending their

Hampton, are prohibited from throwing their ashes
overboard, while so anchored or in such Channel.

NO.

will
be held accountable lor any violation of this order.
Vessels anchoring so as tr obstruct tin; navigation
to and from the different wharves, will remove at
once, cn receiving notice from this office, taking such
position as may be designated in the notice.
To prevent accident and damage to the Marine Telegraph Cable, uo vessel will be allowed to anchor between the two Red Buoys, on the upper end of Hampton Bar. Anchorage must be found either to the Eastward or Westward of the Buoys.
sucn steamers

whero

ttey

Stationery
the low-

TAGGARU & THOMPSON,
(Il'CCEflHOHB
2*J

TO

It

attCWB

TAOOAHD,)

COKMIILL. BOSTON.

mch21

Notice is hereby given that the South Shoal Light
Vessel, which parted her moorings on the 12th ult,
fits bceu replaced upon her station.
By order ol the Light house Board.
4.0 HN MARS I ON.
Commodore U. S. V. L. H. Inspector 2d< Diet.
Bostou, March 17, 1864.

iod2w

HORTI Ctls T
AIsL

OHOKKS

IBIO, S1IUG, FLOW IK

1 RAL!
FOR

A QORTICtLTl RAL WORK,

as laying out of grounds,
building graperies,
furnishing vines. Ac.. Ac., can be left at the
TEA STORE. 135 .MIDDLE STREET.
WM.8, WAX D, Elmwood Nursery.

such

Ship John Khynos, 600 tons. 1300 tons dead weight
capacity, built at Belfast in 1863, has recently been
sold iu Loudon .for 47060 cash for continental account.

mch2l eod9w*

Second (.real Sale of Daiiinged C.oods
from the wrecked Steamer Bohemian.
BY HENRY BAILEY A CO., AUCTIONEERS.
Thursday next, March 24th, at 10 o'clock A
M., at store No. 3 Galt's block, Commercial
Street, we shall commence the second sale ol damaged goods from the wreck of the bohemian. This
invoice will be much larger, more valuable, in better order, and better arranged for the accomuio'atiou of purchasers than the last.
mch21 dtd

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18th, sc ha (has Carroll, Ingraham, Rockland; George & James, Muller, Rockland. Sid 16th brig B de Castine. Portland.
BATH—-Ar 18th, ich Richmond, Small, Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar bark Laconia. Bearse, Baltimore;
brig Elvira, (of Portland) Norton. Philadelphia; schs
Sea Fan, Thompson, Belfast; Equal, Kellar, Rock-

ON

laud
Ar

10tli, schs Abble E Wiliard, Conelev, aud Isabel
Blake, Freemau, Baltimore.
Cld, brig Irene. Look, Calais; schs W H Sargent,
Coombs. Elizabethport, DC; Oweu Bearse, Bearse,
do; Juliet, Crosby, Newburg. NY ; Lamartine, Sherman, Calais; Mary Hall, Poland, Rockland; Comet,

Brown Maria A
Badger Mary A mra
Blanchard Mary K
Brown Mary mrs— 2
Harrows Martha
Burrill Nancy inrs
Babcock N 1 mrs
Curtis Amanda mra

Elizabeth

Lombard fc eoor mrs
Libby Nel ie mrs
Lewis Eliza C
Libby Harriett M mrs

Libby Henry

mra

LewU Henrietta—2
Libby Lewis mrs
Lamoord Lucy a mra

Libby Mary F
Libby Mary Ida

Lindall Khoda b

cape

e

mis

Liston Alice
Moses Ann L mrs
Max field Elizabeth mrs
Moulton KLa
Manning Nellie M mrs
McCrink Elizabeth
Mason Nellie
Campbell Annabella
Cady Kate York »t
Mullin Honour
Charles Daniel K inrs
Marr Helen
Manuel Julia A
Eurydlce K
Clark Eurydica—2
Murphey J mrs for Brid
F
get McCarthy
Cole Esther mrs-hog is-Mitchell Melvioa A mrs
Marston Melissa mrs
Ciahan John mrs walnut stMolloan
Mary A
C*>ek L J mrs
Ma«ix Margaret J mrs
Crosby Mary
Morrill Mary A
Chick Mary E mrs
Mace Nancy
McKenzie Susan mrs
Comings Mary E mrs
Cross HR mrs
Noyes A J
lark Rebecca S
O'Bra n Bridget
Chase Susan A
—2
Chappell S L mrs lecturessO'Neil Margaret Union st
Deen Lizzie
Parsons Alice V
Drowne Fannie state st
Perry Anne \V
Douglass Frank A mrs
Phinney Almira mrs
Dill Jemimah
Plummer Clara
Donaboe Jere mrs
Powers John E mrs
Dec-Inn Margaret E—2
Paine H J mrs
Dunigan Mary for maryPike Lucy Jare mrs
Guitiiuk
Parlous Lorenio mrs
Dixon mrs
pell mrs fasaionable mil*
Eiton Nettie
liner
Kroskin Angie
Plummer Rachel M mrs
Emerson Minerva
Perkins Sophia
Fuller Andrew J mrs
Powers Thomas mrs
Floid Almeda
Percy Timothy B mrs
Rose George mrs
Furlong A M
Frost A W mrs
Robinson Gertrude A
Freitas Eliza J mrs
ltaeklyfe James K mis
Richmond Lilian
Flardey Jane O
Ranks Marths E mrs cape
renley Mary E
Francis Margaret mrs han* e'.izabeth
cock st
Regan Margaret for 1 bos
F ranklin Nancy
Murphey
Fales
B
Robinson Rebecca
F'ostor Thomas J mrs
Svlvester Abner mrs
Foster Wm mrs
Smith Abby H mrs-2
Gilman AH mrs
Sawyer Anna
Graham Martha B mrs
Stephen Ainmar
Gordon Mary
Smith Archibald mrs
Gould Martha W mrs
Smith Albert inrs
Gardener Sarah A peaksSherwocd An urn—2
island
d adley Caroline
Harris Addie P
Shelden Flliza
Hod-don Andrew mrs
Sawyer Elizabeth mrs
Holmes Anne ta Jf mrs 8ylvr<ter Helen R mrs
Hovt Arabell D mrs
Louise E mrs
Sawyer
Hall Caroline mrs
Stirling L II
Hutchinson Charles mrs Smith i.vdia A mrs
Hodgkins Chinman mrs Smith Ilinsor B mrs
Hamblin Carrie A
Taylor Alexander mrs
Hatch Harriet R
Tucker C B mrs middle st
Hardenbrook John mrj Tra^k Lydia E
Trefethen Mary V.
cap't
Hood Kennie
Thompson Mary L
J
Haynes Mary
Togey Margaret
Herman miss near rail wavThorndike mrs tate st
station
Underwood Kellie
Wallace Annie
Hardin# Mary L
Ilor Mar K 3 mrs
White Andrew L mrs
Hunt Sarah R
White A 8 mrs
Hamblen Su«an mrs
Wentworth Alonso mra
it ham Dunham mrs
Hyde Widow spring st
llall Wm A mrs
Whitten Emma J mrs
Wilcox Elizabeth mra
Ingraham Susan mrs
Iordan Elzira mra
Wocdard Isabel
Jones Hannah L
Waterhouse Leonard mra
Jordau Pbebe mra cape e Whitley Mary J
Jordan Virginia mis
W«*«tou Mabel
Waterman Rachel mra
Keanney Ann
Waterhouse, Viria
Knights Elisabeth D

^bbElia

Ames David cap’t— 3
Jewett Robert
Anderson K K
Jordan Rufus E
Anderson Edward
Jones or James W D B
Ackley George W
cap’t
Boothby A 4tio congress st Knight Leonard P
Butler Albert
Knight Josiah Westbrook
Baird Audrew, moulder
lor 3 B Knight
Bowie Alexander—2
Kuhn Th< mas
Braeey Charles W SthmeKnight Willard W
reg’t eo f
Leighton Byron
Boody V G for miss MarthaLittle Charles J advertiser
J Nason
oftej
Bowers George
Lariviere Heuri
Lord James 2d
Bryant Chas B
Blackman U for miss Re-Lord J k D messrs— 3
becca Long—3
Lord John for mrs Nellie
Burns HI)
A Lord
Burni Henry B
Luut J 3, Westbrook lor
mra Sarah A Lunt
Bai’eyJain A
Battle4
James
Libbv Jameson—roll
Bailey Joaiah
Barnett John W 47 sum-Logie
Magnus
nerat
Littlefield Sewoll
Baker Joseph E
Libby S T
busk ley James H
Lanuon Thomas, no 6
Blanchard John
hampshire st
Brown mrsumner st oourtLanders Thomas
Berry W m
Lathrop Ludlngton k coBowen Wm center st
messrs
Cousins Abram
Lowary Wm
Cressey Cyrus green st for Ladd W si
mrs I rvpbena Gore
Lee Wm C 1st me reg’t co
Chase Edward
d sharp ihooters camp
Chambers Edward A
berry
I Callauau Edmond
Mo Donald Cornelias 101
Cole Frank C
dan forth st
Clark F C
Maxwell Cornelius cap t
Crouse Christopher
peaks island
Cobb C C
Moore Cha’s A
Clark Cyrus M—2
McCann Daniel
Cook Charles
Murray Edward U 3 iuviCarletoa Jonn B
lid corps
Cobb George L
Merrill Ezra A

Joseph

Lyden

MeMunu Edward

Croaton G cap’t
Moses Henry O
Cutrg J B M D
Mayo John M
Clark Job
Mitchell Joseph 3 for mra
Ca tic bleu John hamnnnd Hannah Wallace
st
Madison James utb*
Clark Joseph
Mender Juteph COB
Cnakl-’y John
Morgan Jacob «»
McDonald John A
Cogan James—2
Collins John
McGowan Stephen
Coffee Martin
Murphy Thomas
Coher Morris
Murry Thomas, washingC nleuon Mich I center st ton si
Curtis Nehemiah
McDonaugh Thomas
Collins Robert B
McPhelau or M Pilan Wm
Catling S 3S»> congress st Merrill Wm G
Currin Thomas no 15 dan-Maurit Wm H for wash’ortli st
ington Shadic
McDonald Zena* L—3
CbipmanWm
Carr Wa no 2 maple st
Newcomb Elisha
Coleman W P lieut
Nagle Nauou
Dinsmore A M
O’Neal Edward
Dow Alvin
Os/ood Galon
Dernier Albert
O Brieu Fa'rick—3
Dinsmore Charles
Phdl.p* Caleb
D/er cao'tcfor Wm DarlsPrince Cushing cap’t
1
Perkins % co 1>
Draper
Denniston J Cohn cap’t k Fre^sey Edward
A D C
Perkins Horae 8 ‘,*4 green
Dawes John cap’t
at
Diusmore Luther M
Ft arson Montie
Deeriag Nat corp’l
tymubv C H
Dill Nathan cap t
Daren l’eter
Davis Wm
Davis Wm W

Uuu Charley
Rom Charles

a

Raymond C N bramliall «t
tor Samuel Ra

mono
re-

Robinson K T K
Ellis Wm
Russell Frederick cape Kf
Foster Andrew J
Row Janies
Fuller Aug I attorney A cltackletr J J
Fuller Andrew J
Role John A
Fuller A J
Robinson Dick A B
Frellick John, peaks isl’dRichard* S M
Fairfield Johu W
Rirharas Wm H
Fergson J 8 dr—2
SaarycrA C 90 etaiiurFlaherty John for mary eial st
Flaherty
Sprague Ezra lie n’t
Freeman bamnel M D
Btevcus
Edmond no 8
Green Charles R
mont romory st
Genthner Ebon K
Soule E C
Small G D
Gotty Franc
Smith Uenry L- 2
Graves George
Gould lieury F
Jauiei for miss
ife’ou O Staples
Gardner Joseph cap’t
Griffiths Jobu
Staples J cap't for Burtoae
D Grav
Gibbons Michael
Gibbons Michae for Ann eSaffoul Jeremiah
Keaaay
Sawyer James W
Gould N for miss FrancenaSmiih Lorenzo S
M Rowe
Sullivan Patrick
Hunt Daniel E
Sullivan Richard, nnioast
Hunt ••
Scott Wm 8
Herriman George
Smith J E Da
Hardy George, machinist Turner George
Uareazn George C lbr Al Turner Hollis
bert llall
Tatner Henry
Huut Israel for mrs UraniaThurlow John
S Hunt
Tuban John for miss marUuokins J B
garet O’neal
Uogau John, steam ferry Thomas R C
boat
Thomas Randolph
llardenbrook J N eap’t True T
Thurston Wm
Higgins Levi L
UaJc Lorenzo D
Trecartin W II
Hannon Thoms
Way Albert 8
Hanalord
Thomas
for Win-hip Causeio
Oliver IIanaford cape e Webb C L
Hooper Wm II sarg't 7th Whittier E N lieut
me vol’s m
Webster Humphrey 7th
Henderson Warren
me reg t co e
Wm
Woods James
Houghs
Jewell Charles H for miss Watts Johu cap’t for mre
Annette F Snow
Eliza B Watts
Jones Enoch
WilJoy Mat hew K
for miss Whlttuev Nathauiel dark.
Jones Enoch
Hannah L Jones
st
Jordan Georgie A WinnieWVt* Octavius W
Johnson H D
Wha’en Thomas E
Jones 11 nry
Whah n Thomas
Jonk Jorsh
Welsh Wm
Jonos Levi
Worth Wm W
messrs

Staples

—

For Sale,
a^.

<7;;

Howe. Bath.

The three

story dweliiug-houte No. 22

Brown

Street, containing thirteen modern finished

till rooms inciudiug Bath room, Range, Furnace
Ju*rV*aud Gas Fixtures, with plenty of closet room

j

Terms easy.
Unless previously disposed of at private sale, it
will be sol4*wt auction on the 27th dav of April next.
J T. SMITH
Inquire of J. E. FKRNALD, or GP.ORGE WATERHOUSE.
raeh'il dtoaplS*

Notice.
j

j

the young lady that waote
anonymous letter
to young gentleman ot Fortland, in
IF
aid
his
write
an

a

r or

to

visiting

hotels and diinking saloons, will
another note, and give her name, or a fictitious
mch2I #lt
name, she will confer a great favor.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, brigs Frontier, Britt, !
Cardenas; Orizimbo, Gilmore, Bostou; schs E Willard. Parsons. Portland; J Newell Tiott, do.
Cld 18th. brigs Benj Carver, Perry, Sagua: J
Congdon, Forbes. Halifax; Kennebec, Blair, NewburyUagoiiN for Null*.
port; Marshall Dutch; Coombs, Boston; James MeflMIKKE Wagons for sale. Inquire of
Closky, lliggius. Lynn.
J.
W 11 VINTON.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, harks Hannon, Buckmch21 dAwtf
G4 Middle Street. Portlaud.
ley; Enoch Beuner, Benner, and Marv Stetson, Allen, Boston.
SALEM—Ar 18tli, schs Mary F Farnuni, Turner,
To be Let.
Bucksport; Richard Bullwinkle. French Rockland
Noa. 129 and 186 Commercial Street.
for Alexandria; Sarah. Holden, dolor gew York.
Possession rivt-u immediately. For terms apNEWPORT—Ar 17th, schs Win Crawford. Hasnachtl dim
ply at No. 46 Park Street.
kell, Portland for Washington, DC; Geu Marion, 1
Puringtou, Bath for Philadelphia; Hyena. Gardner, j
do for Alexandria; Kendrick Fish, Wall, do for
LIST OF LLTTLKS

STORKS

W'ashingtou; Mount Hope, Spauldiug, Rockland for
New York
FALL RIVER—Ar 16th, sch Jaue, Haskell, Elizabetbport. iu port, seb Y'aukco Blade, of Bucksport.

Eord

«

BounessJula
Harrows Martha R—2

Eiiwrv John L

will meet with prompt attention. A very
large and complete stock ot

School Books and

Post.

sch Cosmos. Stinson. Rockland.
Ar 18th, harks Conrad, Rio Janeiro; Elleu Morrison. Ponce; Yuiuurl, Sagua; 1‘ M Miller, Liverpool;
ship Julia Cardiff; brig B 1, Swan. Mayaguez.

mr#

Brooks Ellen
Butler Emily C
Bailey Eliza A mrs-2
Barues Harry mrs
Bragdou Irena L
Bailey Ira inrs

Davis Wallace lbr LottieRobinmu D
lieu't
Davis
cruiting officer

CORN KIILL,

29

of all kimla always on hand and for sale at
est market rates. Address all c rdera,

ANDREW'- AINSWORTH.

HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 18th, schs Cameo, Elvvell.
New York for Pembroke; Maria Whitney, Hall,
Rockland for New Bedford; Yankee Maul, Spear,
and Minnie Cobb, Ingraham, do for Norwich.
BALTIMORE—Clu 16th, hark Lapwing, Kean,
Rio Janeiro aiul a market; sehs Dr Rogers, rearson,
Boston via lluvana; Mary Mai:kin. Cobb. New York ;
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, brigs Brilliant, Dunhaui.
Cardenas; William & Mary. Jordan, New Orleans;

....

5fki?r £,'!* R

Llneo’n Catharine
Little Carrie
dsulortb Libby I> C
Loth r op Eat 11a

Coffin Gilbert

HU NDRED

styles of Fancy

sou.

Captain of the

•J

dr

GENTLEMEN'S LIST.

city

DIED.

All steamers anchored ii* the Channel

Bowey Clara
Bradbury mrs

roit tiik-

—

Benefit of Mr. A. J. Locke.

Bradbury-.
In Augusta, Rodney A Fogg and Miss Mary B Co-

oi

1804.

2lst,

TICKETS 25 cents each—to be had at the Bookstores and at the door.
Doors open at 6, lecture to commence at 74 o'clock.
rach21
It

wee.

»oncers

March

Scd imct—“Muzzle the Dog."

dumkeag.

oiuiuKuuiiig

EVANS,

CITY HALL,

NEW

MARRIED.

uuu nit- v

COARSE,

MISS SUSANNA

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Moudny.Marcia 21.
Sun rises.5 69 I High water,.10.14
Sun seta.6.16 | Length of days..12 16
Thermometer.3 o'clock A. M. 24 deg.

OF

Association 1

SECOND LECTURE

In steamship Nova Scotia, for Liverpool—Miss
Locke, Toronto; Major Earle, Montreal: Miss Keep
and Miss Phillips, Quebec; Miss Liddell, Kingston;
A Gerson, C Ashden, J 8 Oxnard, George Oxnard,
Emily Oxnard, Mr Wilson. John Rogers, William
Rogers, Miss Rogers, Geo Thompson, Capt Alexander; aud 15 in the steerage
I nit he Minnie Tcaub from Matanzas. Wiu Pierce,
Uriah Barrett aud George Anderson, all of New York.

PORT

Brackett Aba A

Sophia

PASSENGERS.

MARINE

Lake,
Brett,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

specie.

SPRING DRESS GOODS
NOW

5

..

army, without pay. This proves that there
who sympathize with us in the BritPortsmouth

BA ILF

Germania. ....Southampton.New York.. ..Mar 8

are some

U. S. steamer Agawam,

FOR

Arabia.Liverpool_Boston.Mar

B.,

of St. John N.

on

Liverpool

oot31 eod&w6m

In Biddeford. Andrew J Ilerrirnan and Miss Katie
C El well; J F Sawyer and Miss Olive M Luce:
Serg’t
Edward D Bean, 2d N H Vols, and Miss Mary E

Hanover. Mb.. Oct. 1,1861.

Passed to be Unacted—An act to incorporate the Cumberland Iron Company; an act
to incorporate the Portland Cordage Company ; an act to incorporate the town of Ludlow; an act to incorporate the Wawenoc
Steamboat Company; an act to amend former
acts to incorporate the Penobscot, Lincoln Jt
Kennebec Railroad Company; an act to incorporate the Skowhecan Water Power Coinpauy; an act to incorporate the Veazie Man-

Liverpool. .Portland.Mar 10
China..Liverpool.New York.. Mar 12
Portland_Mar 17
Peruvian.Liverpool
Africa.Liverpool-Boston.Mar 18
Mar 24
Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
Persia.Liverpool.New York. Mar 20
Damascus.Liverpool.Portland_Mar 31
Nova Scotian-Liverpool_Portland
April 7
[The steamers for Portland leave Londonderry one
day after leaving Liverpool.]

At Dentarara 24th ult, Br
brig Hattie Baron, Fower. seeking
At Mil agoauo 1st iust,
brigs Chimborazo, Warren,
ami Martha \> ashington,
Leland, tor New York iu
about 4 days.
Adv at
Gth, Peruvian (s) for Portland 10;
Ada. Raymond, for Boston 10th; Northern Belle,
Oullum, for New York Gth; American Union, Hubbard, for do 7th; 8tb, Miranda. Smith, for do 12th;
Serreuto.(new ship. 1462 teas, built at Kennebunki.
for salo; W B Dinsmore,<new
ship, 1041 tons, built
at Bath), for sale
Ar at London Gth. Fawn. Nelson, New York.
Passed BroadstairMth, American Eagle, Urouhart,
from New York for London.
Ar at Deal, 4tli, Mary Warren, Kinsman, Calcutta
for Loudon.
At do 3d, Alexaudrine.Suow, from Calico for Antwerp.
Passed do 5th, White Mountain, Harden, from Calico for Antwerp.
At Bristol 4tli, Mary F'ry, Fry, and C 8 Baker,
Young, lor New York.ldg.
Ar at bt Vincent CVI 13th ult, Mount Vernon,
Soule, Cardiff.
Sid from Antwerp, 3d, John Khynas, Harriman,

the doth

all the way from there to go as a
of the Christian Commission to the

delegate

CUKE FOIl CATARRH.—Db. Wadsworth's
DHY UP is a certain remedy for thin loathsome
disease. There is no mistako about this. The Dry
Ud has cured thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article i3 constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the proprietor,
H. H. BURRINGTON, Providence, R. I. Also
by
H. 11. HAY, Druggis), Agent for Portland.
v

In this city. 16th inst, by Rev Rev Henry D Moore,
Mr Edward treble, of Aurora. Nevada Territory, and
Miss Nellie E Springer, of Ilichni nd.
In this city, 12th, by the same, Benjamin F McKer«* 11# i. )
kick, oi ii*K*
cavairy. aim jiiss Catharine
Elliot, both of thin city.
In this city, 17th. bv the game. Mr George H Jeffords and Mias Celind * Burnham, both of this city.
In Raugor, Jacob Eastman. Eeq, of Bradford, aud
Miss Isiphene J Tinker, ot New Sharon: John K
Laiug aud Miss Mary F Hey wood, both of of Passa-

Houbc will

probably adopt their recommendation.
gyiiev. A. J. Rich, formerly of Cooper,
Me., has accepted the call extended to him to
become the stated pastor of the
Village
Church,” Dorchester, Mass., and will be or-

|yThe

Arkansas.

Little Bock, Ark., March 18.
Partial election returns from eleven counties give more votes than the whole number
required by the President to replace Arkansas
In the Union.
The other counties will give

question

you ask me, “Why did not a
entertain him ?” I answer as fol-

8KLKCTBI).

ish Provinces.

own?”
The

AND

&y On Brat page,—Tlio next President, by
an Officer in the Western
Army.

Washington Humor*—A Urged Hobel Plot to
Kidnap Prctident Lincoln.

vember,

ORIGINAL

TELEGRAPH

REMAINING in the Portlaud Post Office March

j

J\

21st uncalled for.

ty If any of those letters
that they are advertised.

are

called

for,please say

FOREIGN PORTS.
iST-All letters advertised arc subject to an extr
At Port I'raya, Pith ult, brig Chicopee, Baker, for
charge of oue cent.
Boston, soon.
LADIES' LIST.
At Smyrna 20th ult, bark E li Yarraugtou, Mayo, I
for Bostou next day.
Adams Elisabeth mrs
Kimball Lucia T mrs
Ar at Buenos Ayers Jan 21, bark Kremlin, Burgess
Al.en EugeniaO
Kn’ght Mary mr»
Machi&sport. 49 days passage.
Additou G G mrs *
Knight Rosa
At Rio Janeiro 8th ult. Joseph Holmes. Crosby, fui
Alton Julia K
Kollo w Norch, york st
Bostou, uuo; bark Kapidau, Gardner, from Bostou
Adams V\ J mrs
Lester Annie
Dec 10, ar 29th, uuc.
Bowers Aana A F
Littlefield Ann S
wra

SHIP LETTERS.
Nicholas, bark Aunie R Sherwood
Thomas Johneon, bark Barracouta
Cap't Jobu Uolbrook. sch Caron
Joseph C Bailey, sch Cherub
Cap't
John Porter, brig DeCastine
L L Duuton. sch Hattie E
Sampson
Mrs

Hiram

Montgomery,

sch

Harmony
Jos ph Lovcjoy, sch Hyena
Alexan ler Barter, sell lljeua
George Maloney, sch llartnony
«*ch Ira Bliss
W*
C ap t A W W eutworth, sch lc

of St

George

wa

Cap't Sara 1J liatlidd. Ship Jane—3
Cyprien Langlois Apprentia Pilot care of cap’t Hatfield ship Jane
E Philliis, ship Jane
David Rees, ship Jaue of Yarmouth—2;

Johu U Crocker, sch Jobu French—2
John Wall 3d. sch Kendrick Fish
Cap’t S R Good win. ship Marv Flower 2
Thomas StUph*n careoT cap’t Willard, sch Mc Adams
Olive Lliubtth
Eugene B Wilbur,
Edmond Brown senrioneer
Moses Drinkwater, lark S W Holbrook, cap’s
rmall
David A Walcott, «recking s.hr of N Y, W' li
Johnson
James Evans, sch Wm Jones
Cap’t Stephen Jones, sch Wm Jcnes
Cap’t James B Long, sch Wm R Jones
Lewis h Marshall, t«h Wm Jones

tjf

A. T

DOLE, Postmaster

*———«—————

MATTERS

TOWN.

ABOUT

BV TELEGRAPH

Tailed States District Court.
WARE, J., PRESIDING.

la this Court Saturday, the cases of salvage
on goods recovered from the wreck of steam-

ship Bohemian,

resumed.

were

The case

taken up was that of Harrison Mitchell, master of the schooner Ophelia; Joshua James,
master of schooner Thetis, and Wm. Jones,
master of Bchooner l’cacock, who, in behalf

thftr crews, libel a large
quantity of goods alleged to have been saved
from the wreck and surf by their exertions.
It was contended by counsel for claimants

TOTHS

Portland

----

A

XXXVIII OONGBESS—First Session.

of themselves and

that the owners of the vessel had
force on the spot to save all the

a

sufficient

goods,

and

had it not been for the interference of
the salvors and other., a much larger quanti-

that,

ty would have been saved than has been; and

salvors, instead

that these

of

into the

running

surf and saving the goods, took the boxes

they

as

washed ashore and rolled them upThey also allege that but lor

were

the beach.

on

the interference of the salvors and others, the
goods saved would have been in much better

condition than they
nied

These points arc deThe examination is not

are.

libellants.

by

yet finished.
Fessenden d- Butler appear for the libellants,
aud

A Dana lor the claimants.

Shcpley

Acknowledgement

Services Ren-

fob

dered.—Capt. Orr and crew, of the ship Rising Sun, of Brunswick, bound from Boston to
San Francisco, on the 21st of October last,
rescued Capt. Fleet and crew of the British
ship Mindora, while the latter was in a sinking condition; kept them on board his ship
40 days, putting his own crew on a short allowance, and then turned out of his course
for the purpose of landing them, which he did
safely, at the Chincha Islands.
The British Consul for this, port has receivletter Irom Mr. Booth, in which he states
that Her Majesty’s government have awarded
Capt. Orr a gold watch, in acknowledgment
for his services, as above mentioned, which,

ed

a

be

ready, will

when

presented

to

him

through

Lis own government.
They have also awarded the owners of the

Rising Sun,the sum of T350to reimburse them
the expense they incurred through the deviavessel,

tion and detention of their

caused

by

to the Chincha Islands to land the

proceeding

Mindora,

and for their subsist-

crew

of the

ence

while on hoard the

Rising Sun.

The British Consul is directed to pay the
above amount to the owners oi the

Sun, and
Whitehall,

to draw

on

the Board of

Rising
Trade,

for that amount.

Rev. Hokatio Stebbins.—We learn with
regret that this gentleman, who for ten years
past has been pastor of the First Parish
Church in this city, is about to leave us. He
has recently had several calls, and one within
a few weeks to go to Springfield, Mass., all of
which he lias declined.
After preaching one more Sabbath here,

York, where for a time
pulpit of Dr. Bellows, of

Ue will leave for New
he will
that

Bupply the
city, who has gone

to California on busi-

ness

connected with the

Sanitary

Iu

few months Mr. Stebbins will follow

a

Commission.

him,

probability will take charge of the
Church and Society of the late lamented Itev.
T. Starr King.
and iu aii

The loss of Mr. Stebbins will be ielt not

ly by his

own

parish, but by all

on-

citizens of

our

every denomination. Connected as he has
been witb all the benevolent movements in

city,

our

Liberty

of

cause

energetic
the Union,

active and
aud

in the great
and devoting

time, talents aud money, to every thiog that
would relieve the suffering of our soldiers in

field, he will be missed from among
place cannot easily lie filled.

tive

us,

and his

The

has been

April

Friend for

Lady’s

received from Messrs. A. Williams A Co., Boston.
It is published by Deacon <k Peterson,

Philadelphia, and edited by

Mrs.

Henry

Peter-

It is one of the best two dollar magazines published in this country. The embelson.

ishmeuts are very fine and scores of our best
female writers are engaged in furnishing the

reading

Caugut.—While

Sat-

employed
urday in the Grand Trunk sheds, in sorting
and arranging goods saved from the Bohemian, an Irishman secreted two pieces of
wooleus, and subsequently, was marching off
men were

with them, when he was arrested aud taken
to jail.
Ue will have an examination before

Judge Kingsbury

to-morrow.

;y Lieut. Andrew J. Nichols, ol' Augusta,
cif Co. B., 2d Maine Cavalry, was detailed to
make arrangements here for the embarkation
of the troops as they arrive. This duty he

performed

has

in

a

satisfactory

the comfort of the men, and with
to

manner, to
credit

high

himself.

gifted young orator
the second of the course of Temper-

Miss Evans.—This

give

will

evening.
The subject will be “Muzzle tbe Hog.” Those
who heard her on Tuesday evening will be
•desirous of hearing her again, and a very few
Go early.
snore only can gain admittance.
ance

lectures at new

jyThe

City

Hall this

subscribers to the fund for the le-

lief of East Tennessee,who have not paid their

subscriptions,

are

requested

immediately.

Saii.kh.—Steamer Continental sailed for
New Orleans,
out

a

portion

Saturday

afternoon.

of the Secoud

Maine

She takes

Cavalry,

with their horses. She towed out ship Frank
Boult, loaded with horses, &c., for New Orleans.
Attention is invited to the Horticultural notice of Mr. Ward, of the Elmwood
Nursery, in another column. Mr. W. is pre-

pared to execute all orders in his line, and to
(urulsh bo'iuets, etc., in the most tasteful
stjle.
Nova Scotian, Capt. Graham, sailed from this port for Liverpool at 0
o’clock Saturday eveuiug, taking out 30 pas-

Steamship

sengers and a full cargo. The side wheel
steamer America is tbe oue due here this
week.

gy”Btehard

M.

Hillman, Signal QuarterU. S. steamer Niagara,
fell overboard on tbe 9th inst, and was drowned. His former residence is supposed to have
teen Eastport.
master

on

board the

JS"Revenue

19.

HOUSE.

Mr. Arnold, of 111., spoke
saying that liberty is the

of reconstruction,
corner stone and

Abraham Lincoln the architect.
Mr. Wilson made a speech in favor of conducting the war as il against a foreign nation.
Mr. Wilson, of Iowa, advocated an amendment to the Constitution, declaring that slavery, being incompatible with the republican
Government, is abolished throughout the
United States. He argued that they svere
bound to destroy slavery in order to establish
domestic tranquility and secure the blessings
of liberty to all men subject to our laws, lie
concluded by saying that liberty must be established on the tomb of slavery.

steam cutter

Miami, iu
Chesapeake, sailed

pany with steamer
Halifax Saturday forenoon for this port.
will be due here this morning.

com-

from

They

2yThe American Illustrated newspapers
for this week, have been received at tbe book
and periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51
Exchange street.
EyTlie City Council will, this evening,
Engineers of the Fire Department and

elect

Assessors.

Esr-Th. total value of foreign exports from
this port last week, amounted to $48,945 10.

Rrconnoi.tanrr
rllie.

around

Maditon-

New Yoke, March 18.
The Herald’s New Orleans letter of the 12lh
says, Col. Tevis, with the 3d Maryland cavalry, arrived yesterday from Madisonville.—
They had scouted from Madisonville nearly
all the country between the Tanjipaha and
l'earl rivers. The 9th and 10th battalions of
Louisiana cavalry, were driven from the Chappapilla river, and a number of them were captured, as also some of the bloodhounds with
which they had been hunting conscripts.
Thirty negroes captured by the rebels from a
plantations near Fat I*ike, were retaken, tin
the 9th there was not an armed rebel within
00 miles of Madisonville. except probably a
few stragglers. A number of rebel soldiers,
paroled at Vicksburg and Port Hudson, who
were endeavoring to avoid the rebel conscription, were brought in. Large quantities of
cotton was discovered in the country through
which our forces passed. The sentiment of
the people was unmistakably Union.
A portion of the 3d Maryland consists of
400 formerly rebel soldiers from Fort Delaware, who took the oath of allegiance and enlisted. There have been no desertions from
it in face of the enemy. The cavalry marched 140 miles before returning here.
Various Items.

/’tout Iter muda Marine Disasters—Arrival
ami Departure of Blockade 1lunners.

New York, Marcli 20.
Bermuda advices of thu loth have been received.
The Gazette of the 1st announces the relinquishment of a new line of steamers to New
Y ork.
Admiral Milne was presented with a service
of plate by the Bermudians prior to resigning
the command of the English squadron to Admiral Hope.
The Gazette is pleased to state that the pirate captain Coxetter and crew were not
drowned at the time of the destruction of the
Fannie & Jessie by the Americau gunboat.
The brig Simpson, Delano, for New York,
put into St. Georges on the 2.jth ult. in distress.
The ship Ocean, from Liverpool for Boston,
touched at St. Georges on the 20th ult. for
provisions, having been out 70 days, and sailed

again.

The schooner Faith, from New York for
Havana, put into St. Goorges on the 4th inst.,
dismasted.
Forty casks of sperm oil and a ship’s boat
were picked up near Antigua on the 24th ult.,
supposed to belong to some American whaler
lost in tRe recent gales, or burned by pirates,
which lately have been seen cruising near

Barbadoes.

The following blockade runners have arrived at St- Georges, Bermuda:
Feb. 17th. steamer Index. Wilinineton. with
724 bales cotton, 101 boxes tobacco; Htth,
steamer City of Petersburg, Wilmington, 725
bales cotton, 24 tierces tobacco; steamer
Fiores, Glasgow; 20th, steamer Thistle,
Queenstown ; March 5th, steamer Caledonia,
Wilmington, with 308 bales cotton.
Steamer City of Petersburg cleared Feb.
20lh, and the Flores on the 1st inst., and returned ; the Index on the 1st, Coquette on the
2d, and the Thistle on the 5tb, all to run the

blockade.

Movement* of the llehel Army at V'retloricksbury tint/ in the Shenandoah anti Kanairhm

Valleys,

New Youk, March 20.

The Times Washington special dispatch of
last evening says that the excitement about
the threatened raid by Stuart has subsided.
Detachments of the enemy crossed the Rap-

pahock at Fredericksburg on Wednesday
night and the following day Col. Iiyan of the
18lh 1‘eun. cavalry, captured 200 of them.—
On Friday morning a detachment of the ene-

my crossed Morton's Ford and drove in the
7th Mich, pickets, but were subsequently repulsed and forced to recross the river. The
2d corps discharged all their pieces on Saturday forenoon. Perhaps this may account for
reports of the tiring heard at Dumfreys.
There are other indications of rebel demonstrations not proper to write at this time.
Stuart is massing cavalry at Charlotteville,
where he has three brigades and at Fredericksburg where he has two brigades. The report that the enemy had effected a crossing at
Racoon Ford is not correct.
The 1st Mich.Veterau Cavalry, 1200 strong,
went to the front on Saturday.
Twelve deserters from the 10th Louisaua
Reg., have arrived within our lines in the last
three days.
The Herald's Shcnaudoah despatch of the
loth says all is quiet in the Shenandoah valley. There are no movements of the enemy
of a serious character.
The latest information from the Kanawha
valley does not confirm the rumor that the
enemy's force is moving on Barboursville.
There is no positive information that the enemy contemplate an extensive raid in the
Kanawha region ; still, the truth is, the enemy are pressing in the neighborhood of New
River for, as yet, an uuknown movement.
Front

Washington.

Wabusnuton, March 20.
Thirty-two vessels are now ready for sea,
but are waitiug for crews. The transler of
sailors from the army will, it is supposed,
supply the demaud.
The Judiciary Committee of the House has
instructed its Chairman to report, with a recommendation that it pass, Senator Wilson’s
joint resolution proposing to the several State
Legislatures an amendment to the constitu-

tion, abolishing slavery as being incompatible
witha republican government.

New Yoke, March 20.
Col. Underwood of the 33d Mass. Reg., arrived here to-day badly wounded. He leaves
for Boston to-morrow.
The dead body of a soldier, said to belong
to a Mass. Reg., was found on board the
steamer Mississippi yesterday, where it had
been laying since the regiment left the steamer, some two or three days.
A soldier was taken to the New Kngland
rooms yesterday afternoon from the Rail River boat, in a state of insensibility, caused by
being drugged. He died this morning. His
pocket was cut out and money gone, and
nothing could be found to identify his name
or regiment.
He will be buried to-morrow.
The statement that the government has
seized or threatened to seize, certain locomotive shops at the North, is unfounded. We
learn that the locomotive manufacturers have
responded cheerfully to the request of the
authorities for a large supply of these iuvaluable articles.

<1.1 yr

which
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Retain

Mutiny

the Shenandoah
Valley.
New York, March 19.
A report from Culpepper Court House, via
Philadelphia, says the rebels, who have been
in camp across the Bapidan all wiuter, broke
up their encampment yesterday, set lire to the
huts and moved off in the direction of the

speech making.

Only three, however, adyesterday. After adjournment, some one calling himself “the
Great American Traveller,” posted himself on
the steps leading to the Speaker’s chair, and
delivered an animated harrangue about frec-

dom, to the edification of the few persous
present on the lloor and in the galleries.
Ex-Representative Kellogg, of Illinois, it is
reported, is to be the Governor of the new
territory of Montana. There seems to Ire no
doubt that the Seuate will pass the House bill
for its organization. The applicauts for the
other offices are numerous.
Letters from Europe report that all kinds
of lilies of nobility are to be conferred by
Maximillian on the secessionists,Jwho, in large
numbers, will attend him from Paris to Mexico. .Dr. Gwin is to be a Duke.
Jtilitary MoceineeUn in the Sonthicent—Order
for an Election of Delegatee.
New Oblkans, March 12.
There is considerable stir and activity in
military matters in this departmental present.
Gen. Banks is ou the eve of departure for
Western Louisiana. His objective point is
probably Alexandria. A lleet of Admiral
Porter's gunboats has already started for that
place. It is expected that rather formidable
works of defense will be encountered by the
iron-clads, one of which is the newly launched
Ozark, between the mouth of the Red river
and Alexandria.
Madisonville, a small town on Lake Ponchartaiu, has been evacuated. Extensive forts
were thrown
up on the land side. The object
sought by occupying the place was to open
communication with Baton Rouge.
Gen.
Grover’s whole force has been ordered to eouat
centrate
the latter place.
It is believed that some sort of an underhas
been entered into between Gen.
standing
Banks and Gen. Steele, by which Western
Louisiana and Southern Arkansas are to be

cleared uf rebels,
An order has just beau issued for Gen.
Banks to hold an election for delegates to a
constitutional convention on the 2wth. The
convention meets In New Orleans on the 6th
be

There
to
150 delegates
of April.
chosen on a white basis. New Orleans will
members.
have 63
are

The

Conspiracy in Kentucky.
Louisville, March 19.

The Journal, editorially, says of the
spiracy in Kentucky to bring the State

conover

the Confederates:—“We doubt not that
there is some foundation lor the rumor. We
base this opinion on the fact that many rebels
are intensely and passionately anxious for
the triumph of the rebellion.”
The Journal advises the driving of invading hosts beyond our borders as the best
means of keeping rebel sympathizer within

to

the State quiet.

Hotly of Col. Jtahlyren to he Oieen f‘p.
Washington. March 19.
The Star says the rebel authorities have
signified their intention to give up the remains
of Col. Dahlgren. It is expected that they
will arrived at Fortress Monroe shortly.
The

York,

where the

telegraph

now

Ashe*—firm; sales 60

10 00 for Pearls.
Cotton—without material ch -nge; sales 1100 bale*
at 72®73c lor middling upauda, aud 69®7u* lor low
do.
Flour—receipts 6.610 bbls; sales 9.000 bbls; State
and Western without decided change, with a little
more doing in Kxtra State;
Superfine State 6 30®
6 45; Kxtra 6 65 ®6 75; choice 6 80 ®6 95; Round Uoop
Ohio 7 10®7 15; choice do 7 2Q®H25; Superfine Western 6 25 ®6 45; Extra do 6 70@«00; Southern active;
sales 900 bbls; Mixed to good 6 85®7 40: Fancy aud oxtra 7 45® 10 60; Canada dull, nominal aud
unchanged; sales 560 bbls; common Extra 6 70®6 95;
Extra good to choice 6 95®8 00.
Wheat—dull and unchanged ; sales 10,000 bushels;
Chicago spring 1 60®1 63; Milwaukie Club 1 00® 1 63;
Winter Red Western 164®168; Amber Milwaukee
163® 1 64; Amber Michigan L70®173; White do
1 80; Red Jersey 1 65.
Corn—dull; sales 23 000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 1 30; Yellow Jersey 1 234®1 25;
do southern 1 23jal 25.
Oats—dull and declining; sales Canada 88; State

89; Western89$c.

bbls; Country mess 7 69®
9 00: prime 6 00®6 00; repacked Chicago 10 50®
16 00; prime mess 25 00 d 26 09.
Pork—quiet; sales 1800 bbls; mess 22 00®22 00;
did do 2l60®*2 00; new do 23 50®<3 62$; prime
18 12i®2o25 lor old and new; prime mess 2150®

Beef—quiet;

sales 160

22 26.
Cut Meat* steady; sales 150 pkgs; Shoulders 91®
10. llatns 12; </13*..
Bacou—in lair demand ; sales 1150 boxes at lljc
for Western Cumberland cut, IIJ for do short ribbed
aud 132.0,142c for long do long cut Hams.
Butter—firm; sales Ohio 28®32c; State 38®47c.
Whiskey—without decided change; ta es600 this
at 96c for State aud 91 j®92c for Western.
Rice—firm.
Sugar—steady ; sale* 580 hhds; New Orleans 14®
15c; Muscovado 13jal4}c.
Coffee—firm but quiet.
Molasses—inactive
Naval Stores—quiet.
Spirits Turpentine—3 40®3 46; crude do nominal.
Rtsin—6 00®46 00; sales by auctiou to-day ICO
bbls New tern at 26 26@27 124’ ft bbl of 28u0 lbs.
Tar—25 00.
Iron—quiet and firm; Scotch pig 51 00®o2 00.

Leather—quiet.

I.inseed 1 58®1 60; Petroleum dull
with sales 800 bbls crude at 31 Jc; Lard 1 Ilk® 1 15;
Sperm 1 60® 1 62; Whale 1 00®l 10.

Oils—quiet;

I-1

R

308, ConjcreBB Street,
to do all kinds of Cabinet and Upat the shortest notice. All

S' !

I

Spring,

for

—constantly
N. U.

;

Wool—scarcely

so

Stock Market.
Ntw York, March 19.

Second Board.—Hteaks irregular.
United States 6's 1881 registered.112
United States 5-20 coupons,.109j
Cumberland Coal Company preferred
85
Erie,.126 j
Erie preferred,..,.,.,,,...109
1594
Hudson,.
1374
Harlem..
Heading.
1411
Pacific Mail.232
New York Central.14<»

Michigan Central....141J

Miohigan Southern...117
Illinois Central scrip,.1Q84
Cleveland A Pittsburg.124J
Galena A Chicago..121 i
Cleveland A Tnleao.146^
Chicago A Rock Island...1261
Gold in the street 162®162j.

public

Harris’, opposite Post Office.

the

copartnership
T1HEstyle
of KNIGHT

heretofore existing under the
& FRoST is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs of the late
nrtn wi!l'besettled by 8. D. Knight, at No 2 Lime
8. D. KNIGHT,
street.
U. A. FROST.
Portland, March 1,18d4.

and Summer Goods !
FROSTj

Copartnership

Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange
Having

St., THE

assortment and

English, French,

newest styles

with

copart-

AXD DEALERS IS

STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to be fouud in the market, suitable for
BUSINESS
ENGLISH
WALKING
SUITS,
COATS, Spring OVERCOATS and DRESS SUITS.

COUNTRY

KNIGHT.

8

Portland, March 1,1864.

Every pains will ba taken to give entire satisfaction
in FITTING, workmanship and price*.

D. KXIOUT.

mohlO dtf

FOK SALE,

CLOTHS FOR BOVS W FAR.
Particular attention

M.

J.

STREET,

and Commercial Street#.

Between Fore

Army and Navy Cloth*.

produce:,

2 LIME

NO.

Cheap for Cash!

given to

A

Cutting A Manufacturing lloy’s Clothing

I

OBKAT VAB1KTV OB

liird Cages,

F.

Having taken

the

Tailor,

l*OBT MONAIKS, I,ADIKS’ RETICULES AND
BAGS, DRUMS. V OLINS, GUITARS,
VIOLIN STRINGS,
WRITING EESKS, WORK BOXES, Ac.

MO. 104 MIDDLE STREET
CORVIK

—

mehlCSm

PLRCIIASEKS OF

and domestic Cloths

can

hare them

suited to the tastes of all, conFRESH GOODS RECEIVED

104

MIDDLE

Ordera may be le
street,

99

MERRILL,

experience

bad

inch 17 d‘2w#

JOlI\ F. AKDFK&ON,

HOUSE,

EDWAHDSr
Forwarding

MERCHANTS,
Flour.

J
}*

p V
Q B

KKKKH BY

tKUtKEK,

Coloring, Whitening and
attended to.

White washing promptly
£fr**Orders from out of tow n solicited.

febl2 U2m*

Maple Candy Genuine,
Just

Iloooivod.,
FOR

BV

SAI.E

E. C. OWEN & Co.
V5

Eichangr St.

A

RARE

F O K

AN

IIIWIE

ACT 1VE

418,10<*

PERMISSION TO

k Co., Bankers,
John C. Gault,and II. W. Hinsdale &
Co.,Chicago.;
E. P. Gerrish, Caehier Casco Bauk, E. Churchill fc
Co.. Thomas Shaw, and Lyman at Marrctt, Portland

mch7eoddw

Watters’ Patent Aiiti-ITictlou, AntiFreezing, Double Acting ForcePump,
FOR THE STATE OK MAINE.
tv is

hero offered to
enter into the
AN toopportun

manutaoturo

Goods, Flutter*,

Ac.

m HE subscriber is now opening and daily rcetivX ing, the latest styles of Straw Goods, Flower* &c., which will be sold at the lowe3t
prices,
at wholesale only.

144 MIDDLR STREET.
JOHN E. PALMER.
Portland, March 15.1864
mchl6eod4w*

Schooner for Male.

x

The schi" President Washington,” about
tons burthen, rebuilt in 188d, weil
adapt*d to tie coasting and freighting

is
-»Jt^Abu-in<**.
and will be

well found in sad and rigging,
sold low if
for soon.

applied

Apply to Robert Watson. Harps a ell (ireat I*'ar.d,
or to liana k Co., Commercial Street, Portland.
mchl6eod‘iw*

For

Male.

The Hotel known as tho
Uuion House
Great Island, very finely situated for a Summer Resort
The house is nearly new, has twenty-two
J_[room*, a large hall, piazza above and below,
and is iu good repair.
Connected with the house is a good stable. This
property will bo sold low.
Apply to Robert Watson on the premises, or to
Dana * Co.. Commercial Street;Portland,
inch 18 eoddw*

|

llarpswell,

|

Wreck o! tli»* Bohemian.
is hereby given that a eontract ha* been
made, by which W. 11 Gaidner,Thomas Sheridan and J. A. Glennie have engaged to save all the
goods aud property in the water iu or around the
Bohemian, and on all the adjacent beach or cove*

\[OTICE

whatever are hereby forbidAnd all other
den to trawl, liab, seek for, or collect any of the
above mentioned goods or property, except with the
written consent of the said contractors.

parties

mehly ddt

HUGH ALLAN,
and ANDREW ALLAN, Agents,

an active man
and sale of au

article, for which there must be a cous'ant demaud
at remuuera ire nrieea.
This l'ump is the cheapest,
simplest, most etlicient au 1 durable l'uuip ever of-

fered to the public. It is not a suction pump, but ia
constructed upou an entirely uew principle, different from any other pump uew iu use. It isu double
lotiag teiM pump— baa but diecylinder, one pktaa
and one valve. There is no stuffing box or packing
of any kia1. and therefore very little it any wear to
the working parts. When the pump is not iu motion the water fl >ws back immediately to the level
of the water iu the well, consequently it cannot
freeze, as no water remaits iu the pump. No carelessness or negligence can get it out of repair or
working order. As a force pump it will throw water
through lroiu 30to 60 leet oi hose ov-ra two story
house, rendering it very useful iu caso of tire and
for washing windows, paveincuts and carnages, and
for wate.ing garden*.
For further particulars please call upon the subscriber at the Uni od State* Hotel, and set? one in

THOMAS VvHIlTfcMOHK.

operation
inch 18

Muscovado & Clayed Molasses,

29*! Era*
J
!
ISST»Uci,D8
from
Now

a new

X

■■■—..

landiug

inchlGlw

CUyed Holasa's.
Brigs ^ oudj Kepublic

.i.

H.

rachlS vl2w

Blacksmith Wanted.
Smith will flud steady employment
E.
ACariage
Lemont’s, Preble Sheet,
mchlo dlw*

at

*.

Wanted.
VESSELS not
to load

Kingdom

risk.

over TOO tons Register,
Ouano Cbinohas to Caitod
at advanced ratee/t*ee of war
TiJAYER k PEABODY.
131 State St., Boston.

Want to Purchase
A Dwelling House, suitable for a small family, icXV cated above Brown street. Addrees. stating
location and terms,
BUILDER,
meii 10 dtf
Portland P O.

Wanted.
ttr rent,
bouse pleasantly
WANTED
convenient lor one,
two email
Address
a

or

A. M.

P.

Box 346

PO

situated,
families.
mch8 edtf

Tenement Wanted.
VI7 ANTED to hire four

or five rooms, suitable tor
small family, with good water
privileges.
Rent in advance if required
Addtess Tenant Boa
316,1' rtland Post Office, stating price and locality,
inch6 dtf
vv

a

BOARD
for
inchl
a

tf

three story dwelling house with brick basement,
xV situated on tne corner of Mounineut and Warren streets: has twelve finished room-, and Is well
calculated for one or two families. For terms apply to Edward Shaw, at the office of the Mutual
Fire Insurance Company. 102 Middlo Street, or to
N. F. DECKING
No. 3 Exchange St.
mchl5 dtf

For Sale.
double brick House and lot known as the
Westbrook Seminary Female boarding house,
situated on Stevens’ Flatus, ou the line of the Forest Avenue Horse Railroad, two miles from this city.
Lot 8 by 18 rods. The premises may be examined
near the premby calling on W. B. Goodrich, E»
ises.
For particulars arply to WM. L. SOUTHARD,
No. 78 Commercial street, or E. HAMBLIN. No 143
mcli3 d3w
Commercial street, Portland.

THE

Wanted.
family that has no other boarders,
gentleman and son. Address
iu

a

“P,

at the Press

Office.

A
with Garden

and Orchard, six tee si acres of land, a
large Brick House with twelve finished rooms a large
Barn and Chai-e House.
h s property is as desirable a location for a genteel residence, or a public
housj as is to be found wit*in tne vicinity ot Port-

land. It will be sold low on a long te>m of credit
for the greater part of the purcha-o, or leased for a
term of years.
MOSES GOULD,74 Middle -*>t.
men 17 Ow

For -Sale.

SQUARE

block of land, of about 73000 acres
of wood land, on the south -Me ofthe liver
St. Lawrence, in Canada East
It U Interceded |»r
two considerable rivers with eligible Mill pits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
nine and spruce tu large quantities, and maple,
berch, beech, tamarac auu bass wo d t<-auy amount.
II. T. MACUJN. Portland.
Enquire of
febioeodtf
Portland, Feb. 1864.

A

For Sale.
lot of land b longing to the
heirs ot the late John West, on which the
house was recently burned, situated on Fore Mrett,
No 21. and running bsck to Sumner St.
ol
Edward Howe, at the rooms of his son, Mr. George
M Howe. No 112 Middle street up stairs.
March 4,1864.
mchS Sw tod

A

deslreably located

Enquire

and Maz-

Widgery’s

Wharf.

HOIMIM E ATON', No. 1 Central wharf.
iuebl8 d3w
Portland, March 1*, 1864,

To illiiuiiftu'ttiiers, Ship lliitlilrrs,
D persons desirous of Real Estate Investment*,
th*- following property is c fit red at good t argains.
2) Houses at prio-s from 815 0 to *5000
100 Mow© Lots at prices from 830*) to 83000
200 Feet of water front suitable lor wharves Ship
yards, Manufacturing Site*, fronting deep water
d aceut thereto and a
with tine spring of water
portion of it adjoining the Grand Trunk Rail Hoad,
from which freight may be deposited on the premise*.
MOSES GoULD, 74 Middle St.
mchl7 8w

1,000

WOMEN,

To make Army Drawers. Also good Pant Baiters
aud b lubbers wanted in the shop to make AhMY
PASTS.
None but good workmen wanted.
Apply at tha
rooms in Pit EE STREET
BLOCK, over the store
one do»r north of Tolford’s.
No work given out or
taken iu Monday forenoons or
Saturday afternoons.
hb29 dtf
8. W. HUNTINGTON.

TO

THE AFFLICTED I

OR. W. V

Nfedical

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,
CORSEJi

urCOXllREJS ASD ELM STRMMIt

to the citiaens ot
respectfully
Portland and vicinity, that he has permanentWOULD
announce

ly located iu this city.

During the eleven months
that * e have been in town we have cured some of
the worst forms of disease in persons who have triad
other forms of treatment in vaiu, and curing patients iu so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay curedf To answer this question
we will say that all that do not »tay cu ed, we Wifi
doctor the tecoud time for nothing.
Dr. D. has beeu a practical Eleotnoian for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic oisense#
in the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
In the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not tolly
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, ncruiala, hip
diseases, w hite swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ot tho spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
cr paralysis, at. Vitas' Dance, deafness,stammering or hesitancy of speech,
IniHgli
and liver
piles—we onra
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of ths chest, and all forms of tonaalo

palsy
t^n, constipation

dyspepsia,
complaint,

complaints.

Jfcuiooxrioixy
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the laxy

leap with joy,

and move with the agility and elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the freak
ity of
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re*
moved; faintness couverted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes of
youth are obliterated; the acctdsnts of mature life
prevented ; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active oiroulation maintained.

youth;

OFFICE AIPIV CIsOTHUIG IN
1:4*4 ipac;e.
Ph ilaublkhia. March 16.I*f4.
PROPOSALS axe invited and will be
o’clock M
on
MONDAY, the 28th iust., for supplying the bchuvikill Ar-enal withGRAY WOOLEN BLANKMSarmy standard, of domestic inm.ufacture— in order
that the present weekly deliveries may be largely increased.
Bidders must state in their proposals, w hich must
be given in iwriting, as well as iu figure
the quantity bid for, and time of delivery.
The ability ot the bidder to fill the contract matt
be ’guarantied by two responsible per sots, whose
signature* will be appended to the guaranty, and
said guaranty accompany the bid. anu iu ct'so the
said bidder should 'ail to enter into the contract,
they to make good the difference hetman the offer of
said bidder and the next lowest rt sponsible b dder.
or the person to whom the contract may le awarded.
Bidders, as well as their sureties, of guarantors,
who may not be known at this office. will furnish a
certificate from the United Slates District AMoruey,
Postmaster, or other public functionary, at the residence of the bidder, or guarautors, setting forth
clearly the tact that the bider and bis sureties are
responsible nun, who will, if a contract is awarded
them act in good faith with the Uni cd btafes, and
faithfully execute the same.
No bill will be entertained that does not fully
comply with all of the above requiri inents, and
which is not properly guurantkdby two re.-pousibel parties, as above described.
Bids from djfailting contractors will not be received.
Blank forms for proposals can bo had upon application a. this office.
Proposa's mu-t be endorse 1 Proposa’s for ArmyBlankets.
G. U GROSMAN,
mchl9 td
Asst. Q M. General, U. S. A.

SEALED
received at this office, until 12

BOUNTIES & PHIZE MONEY.
AlOO Bounty for Soldiers wounded in Battle.
YITE are prepared to obtaiu a B untv of #100 for

It
soldiers discharged on account of wounds
received. Bounty of #100 for to diers di-char ged on
account of »r unds received in bottle obtained ( if
pa]>ers on tile are correct) iu three weeks time Special
attention given to the collection of Prize Money, end
claims against Government.

mobs

SWEAT A CLEAV* S.
Oounsullorn at Law,
No 117, Mid Me St
iltf
Mussey’s Row.

Portland

BROTHERS. k Co.

WANTED 1

For Sale or to Lei.
FINE Country Seat ou Back Cove road, front*
ing the City and about two miie« therefrom,

Dry Dock.

being live of the persons naraIncorporation of tbo Portland
Dry Dock Gompany, hereby notify a muting ot
said Corporation at the rooms of the Boaru ot
I rade, on Monday, 28th inst.at 4 v. m to decile upon
the acceptance oi the Act of Incorporation, and for
the purpose of organizing said Company
JACOB Mi LF.LI.AN,
T.C. IIKWSFY.
G M DAVIS,
WM. W. WOODBURY.
undersigned
rpilE
1 ed iu the Act of

HAVANA SUGAR.
300 Boxes Havana Sugar, for Sale by

AN

J. P. WALES,
Reg’t. Recruiting Officer.

Cap t.lTth, U.

mo!i Adto25

barn 40 by 80 feet wi h convenient out
buildings, all of which are in good repair. There is
also a good wood iot in the vicinity of said Farm
which will be sold with it if desired
Any perron
wishing to purchase a good Farm, pleasantly located
in agood neigh torh^od, will do well to look at this
Farm before pure has: rig els* here
For particulars
enquire of Satn’l Freeman. No. 47, Portland Street,
Portland, or the subscriber on the premises*
house;

Uuasorado Molasses,

altan, aud for sale bv
CU .\SK,

The above bounty is only offered until April let,
after which date comes the draft.
Reoruitif Office,
of Exchange and Fore streets.

corner

Street.

THE

d3t*

*’ S

**

j

MAN!

Thi subscriber offers for tale the

Cragin £ Co., Kutter, Eudicott

Straw

Congress

Farm for Male.
subscriher offers for fa'e, his farm, p’easautsituated
at the Village of Windham Center,
ly
12 miles from Portland, and within CO rods of Tow’n
House, Meeting House, School House, Stores and
Blacksmith Shop.
Said f arm contains about 90
acres of the best of land suitably divided into mowing, pasturing and tillage, cuts from 30 to 40 tons of
hay yearly; has plenty of good water. The buildings
consist of a 1} story house with porch and wood

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,

luclilG diw

Corner Clark ami South Water Street*, Chicago, HI.
EASIER?* ORDERS SOLICITED.
Tioxnoi.
EDWAKUB,

A

plastehehs,

Provisions and Produce

generally,
NO. <i DOLE'S BUILDING,

w. .v
»!. J.

Engineer,

Temple Street.

B1CH H I

9

the purchase and sale of

Grain,

380

PORTLAND.

Exchange

for

A

Enliitment Three Year*.

fllUE RECRUITS arc wanted for the 17th U. 8.
JL
Reg’t., Head Quarters at Fort Preble, Maine.

For Sale at a Bargain.
ONE and half Story House, ou Lay fayette St.,
F r psrticu ar# enquire of
Lot 44 by 93.
DRAKE A DAVIS,

CODMAN IILOCK,

Oak Sireet, between Congress and Freest*.,

of Preble and Portland Streets,
street.
tyoffice. No Sf7
fcb8 eod2ra*
A. fOSfKS, Proprictro.

Commission and

and Civil

Surveyor
inchl7diwtf

corner

THOMPSON &

99

person tint buy# $2.00 worth of Jewelry at
time will receive a $1.<X) Hook .gratis,

twenty-five years

DYE

Exchange Street,

OFFICE,

IHaldcu Dye House,
ami come* highly recommended by' the Barretts,
wJl take charge of the Dyeing department at the

PORTLAND

mehI7 d3w

Every
one

Silk, Twist, Buttons. Binding*, Threads, Pins,
Needles, Cutlery, Edgings Stationery, Lacings,
Tape, Elastics, Belts, Combs,.Suspi nders, Toys, Ac.
DRESS AND TAILORS’ TRIMMINGS.
mehl eod3m

in the

THERE is a large garden ( ofthe richest soil,
Fruit trees. Current, Goo-her it bushes. Ac.,)
■•■“■"iu the rear of the house, which is bounded on
1 he lot contains 10*000 square feet
two courts
being a desirable iu\>stment, as by a small outlay it
will command a large rent, it is a desirable location
for a Hotel, being within ItO teat of Congress St.
It will be sold at Public Auctiou ou Tuesday the
if n> t previously dis29th day of March, at 12 M
posed of at private sale. A plan ot the sains esn be
n and anv iufntormation obtanMd ol GKO.
H
M
CUSHMAN. 306 Conger Street, or A B. STEPHENSON, 121 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 18th, 1864.
mchl8 dtf

Btii!

DRESSER’S,

HOUSE,

No. 131 Middle Street, ( up sta'rs,) Portlaud, Maine.

\I R. SIMMONS, who has

STS.

office, 07 Exchange

—AT—

Wholesale,

1"X

Dye

eodtojunl

FANCY GOODS

PORTLAND

at the
House
t

BUY YOUR JEWELRY

STREET.

Portland. March 8.1864.

H.

the

or at

HOUSE,

DYL

CultsEll PREBLE AMD

variety, and

EVERY

put in perfect order, either by Djeiug
or ItenuiMhing, at the

PORTLAND

FURNISHING GOODS
hand.
WEEK

GOODS

WRECK OF THE BOHEMIAN,

COJ

on

St.

FROM TUB

for Spring and Summer wear, all of which have just
beeu selected from tho larger aud best stocks in
New York aud Bo ton. and will be made up to order
and with despatch in the latest
styles—FULL
MATCHED SUI TS,
TS, PANTS or VESTS,
as may bo desired.

in great
stantly

Exchange

20

voice of

Foreign

BY

\\\ I>. ROBINSON.

PLUM,
Invites the attention of Gentlemen to his rich inOP

Regular Army.

A

Traveling Rackets,
Toys, Marbles,

elegant aud commodious store

Period of

House for Sale.

Ladies Work and

For the

Land

Ofthe la If AlvnuCn»hniau,\e D Gtffh Si.

—-..

YORK,

Merchant

Sale.

House and

Kocking Horses,

CLOTHING !

FASHIONABLE^

For

The

HOWARD C. FREEMAN.
Windham, March, 14. 1861.
mchJ5 eodlw-A w3wll

CHILDREN'S CARRIAGES,

mch 9 codSm

inchll*

WANTS, LOST,FOUND
RECRUITS WANTED"
BOUNTY, $702.

mchlhlmed

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

all the desirable

Nice Vetting,

a

German, Scotch

and American Cloths,

Embracing

formed

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,

of

gallery!

FOR SALE & TO LET,

Notiro.

undersigned have this day
nership under the firm cf

returned from New York aud Boston
best

hand—

on

iuvited to call and examine,

arc

Dissolution.

d2w

Kentucky l(V@28c.
firm.

The
dtf

O’Kiley,
McCaflerty.

B. O'Connor,
M II. keddy,
1*. E. Meionney,
t* 1. Mnridau.

from the

bblddtl

TO be sold at public unction, on tha
premie a, Thursuay, March 24th, 1M4.
at three o’clock, P. M.,
a or e and half
story house, with ell sud .table, ell In
i/.od rrpa’r, trgetlier with about three
lourtin of au aere or laud, with Irtilt trees,
grape
vines. Ac.
Ma d liouseissitoated at Yarmouth lower
villas, and is now o cupiw.1 by Btnj. Webster
Yarm tub. March lath, ls-il.
mehl* dlw

McGlinchy,

«

Furniture, Lounges * Mattresses

at

mch!9

P. B.

HEATH, Commanding.

prepared
AREholstery
work,
kinds of

colors, at

Stuwabt, Auctioneer-

P.

St.

Colley,Burnham & Co.,
Cabinet Makers anil Upholsterers,

celebrated clulh

Hides—quiet.

Tallow—quiet; sales 30,000 lbs at 12Jc for city.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

J. 1*.

description*,
rood,
in variety. Linen, « ra.li
Towelling,
Cover*. Air,Table Cutlery, Plated
Ware, Jewelry. Yankee Notions nuil Fancy Goods,

Country Residence.

HT'Mnsic by Chandler’s Quadrille Band.
IH KKI8, admitting one Gentleman uud two
Ladies, 91.00; spectators. 26 ceuts—to be had of the
Committee of Arrangements and at the door.
Doors open at 7, dancing to commence at 8 o’clocV.

given

Mfc.

Auction and Commie,ion Merchant.

FLOOR MANAGERS:

No checks

SILK DUES* HAT

Lead —quiet; Spanish ll£®lljc-

Tobacoo—steady

Ordinury Seamen und Laud much.
Exchange

D.
P.

Exchange Street,

POKILAXD,

Commencing Tuesday, February lCtb
GEO. L. PEIRCE,

McLaughlin,
Bernari Daily,

Jas. McMain.
John McKinney,
Michael McCarthy,
Win. Meiaugh,

Seamen,

to Naval Rendezvous foot of

the

IIYCL,

Jas.
Jas.

McKinney.'

Thomas Parker,
J.J.Sneehan,
John Bodkin,

ROOM!

OPENED

Fox Block,

ARRANOKMIXTS

Michael McCarthy,

John

Street,

I3J Middle

Wanted One Hundred

AIho the

-wtEVCSp

Fish—dull.

CO.MM1TTMM OF

CAPS.

United States Navy!

“WEUUY ’S,”

New York Market.
Nkw York. March 19.
bbls at 8 874 for Pots and

AND

HATS^

No. 88

MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 28th.

styles

new

JEST

W

8 H A W,

March 19.

extends.

day

every

feb27 d4wis

NOTICE.

The steamer Gen. Washington has arrived
from New Orleans 12th.
Four days later news from the North had
reached Nem Orleans, via Little Hock, Ark.,

receiving

am

wita

mchl2 dly

I

WILL TAK1 PLACE AT

n

uiaoe,

shall beln the constant
receipt of, and will sell
every afternoon and evening by public auction
*
the follow irur lines of goods id
quantities to suit:
Woolen* of all
Diet.

BALL!

J-L

1061.

feblGdCw

IX A H

A~H iT

CITY

advances

AUCTION
•

Irish American Relief Association
HEW

chsudise solicited.
Casa
prompt sales and returns.

mchl9 dtd

Die First Annual Ball of

|

SPRING

Apply

All

Audience

entertain the

ANNUAL

BONDJSj

lie also received several well-directed

From Sew Orican$.

New

I

for trial.

Tou'ards

Shenandoah Valley.

Sr

SI* RING

I

^^

N. II., where his wounds were dressed, aud
where he has a strong guard kept over him
until he shall be able to be taken to Bangor

Cincinnati. March 20.
Gon. Grant and staff arrived here this mornand
left
ing
to-night for Washington.
Gen. Shermau also arrived here this morn-

Con.ut Blake.

1

blows upon the head with a club in the hands
of John L. Turner, of Fort Kent. Grove was
finally secured and brought to Little Falls,

Locisvii.i.e, Ky., March 19.
Gen. Grant passed through here to-night
en route for Washington.
Gen. Sherman also passed through here tonight for Cincinnati.

San Francisco, March 18.
A letter, dated Mauzauilla loth Feb., says
U. S. Consul Blake, who recently killed an
American sailor who had deserted from the
U. S. steamer Saginaw, was tried at Coloma
on the Utli, before a Mexican court, convicted
ol murder and sentenced to be shot. Before
the day of execution arrived, however, he
made his escape from prison.

U K

Has removed to *he spacious store 12
Exchange Stre t, four doors below
Merchant’s Exchange.
Will receive consignments of Merchandise o!
every description, for public or private tale. Kal<t
of Real Estate, Vessel--, Cargoes, blocks and Mei-

Wholesale and Retail

“ye auciont d-..ys.'

oi

SALES.

EDWARD fl. PATTEN,
Commission Merchant & Auctioneer,

HILL,

Doors open at OJ o’clock. Lecture to commence at
7J o’clock. Tickets 25 Cents, to be had at Crcsman
fc Co., Middle St., and at the door.

9» MIDDLE STREET.

promptly obeyed, aud a bullet lodged iu
right shoulder, partially disabling

Sherman.

The Old Ko'k*»

with Music

WEAR,

feb2od4w

Grove’s

AU«.

K.cnite of

ROLLINS

the thrust from Grove, he called his assistant to shoot the villain, which order was

of the

Lecture,

AT—

-AT-

which severed the main artery, causing his
death in about ten minutes. While receiving

n

Oelphrat e<l

Portland, March 19, 1864.

GENTS’

Boston,

Wednesday Evening, March, 23d.

-FOR-

This was knocked from his hand and Mr.
Smith collared him, when he brought his
knife into requisition, cutting right and left.
Mr. S. received a wound in each leg, one of

EOT

l.is

HEW CITY

FURNISHING GOODS!

er.

Primary Elections in California.
San Francisco, March 19.
The primary elections for the convention to
choose delegates to the Union State Convention on the 24th have beeu held this week in
most of the counties.
The only question at
issue is, “shall the State Convention send delegates to the Baltimore Convention who are
friends or opponents within the Union organization to Senator Conness.’’ Both the Conness and auti-Conness factions profess to
lavor the nomination of President Lincoln.

ng-

C 1^ O rJ" IX N

Deputy Sheriff Smith.
mornings since the brutal murder of
Deputy Sheriff Thomas Smith, of Oldtown,
by a notorious desperado named John Grove,
iu the northern part of Aroostook, was mentioned in our telegraphic columns. Grove
was found among the hay in a barn, armed to
A
the teeth, with rifle revolvers and knife.
slip from the Pioneer office says, when the
arrest was attempted, he presented a revolv-

Spring

and

—

Murder ol

D. D. of

Army Campaign

-OF-

A few

ANOTHER

Stone,

Will Daliver

-AND-

Adranre

Grant

LATEST STYLES

Cotton Market.

Memi-his, March 18.
The Memphis Bulletin of thellthsa>s iu increased
revenue tax of 2c V lb. together with the amount of
stock on hand and the reported weakness in the
Northern market,hasdepreasedcotton, which closed
last night at a decline ot 4c on previous latea; quotations GOt^Glc for iniddliug, strict do 02^83c.

him.

CAMPAIGN!-

ARMY
Rev A. L.

Memphis

AUCTION

-OF TH*-

discount.

Cairo, 111., March 19.
dates to the 17th have been received. There is no news of interest.
Brig. Gen. Brayman arrived here to-day
and assumed command of the district of Cairo,
vice Brig. Gen. Iteid relieved.
Brig. Gen. Vcateh arrived here tills morning from Memphis.
The steamer Jago has arrived with 128
bales of cotton.
The steamer Hope arrived this cveniug
from New Orleans with a cargo of sugar and
molasses and 22 bales cotton.

of Hens.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OPENING

SPRING

lOfMlfic^

Memphis

Morcments

MISCELLANEOUS.

NbwOiuiais March 11
Cuttou dull on tho 10th at 731 for LIrur|ool midlow
do—an improvement.
fur
aud
dling,
7d.^72c
Sugar quiet at
Molasses quiet at &Og87o.
tiold 1 63al 64. Exchange on New Yook ]®1J

from the Southweot.

for

dressed the empty seats

an

Orleans Market.

\ro<

of the Army*
Washington. March 19.
The Star says:—We learn that a rebel advance was anticipated yesterday, and marching orders were issued to nearly all our commands. After everything was ready to move
the order was countermanded,and things have
settled to the usual order. Firing was heard
all along our lines yesterday,but this was supposed to be merely artillery practice. This
morning, however, tiring was heard in the direction of Dumfries, and it souuded as though
there was some skirmishing going on there.
Preparations for

About twenty members had entered their
names as candidates for the floor on Isatur-

to band them in

forthwith, to Mr. Rick, at the Merchants Exchange. The Committee having the matter
in charge, are desirous of inakiug a remittance

Washington, March

Robinson, Exchange St.,

A.

matter.

has it.

Daily Press.

Cavalry

O

M

MARKET 1

The subscribe! s to the Dry Dock
meat at same time aud place,
mchl

arc

rejuested

to

-TRl

To Nine .1!on ills Soldiers.

rpiiOSF.
X

nine months soldiers who mado wtitteti
me last heptoinber, to obtain

applications to

their Bounty, are requested to call at my office, and
sign the requisite documents tor that purpose. All
other soldier cl .iins attended to bv me.
EDWIN S. HOVE!
Counsellor at Law.
Office 30 Exchange 8t.
inchlodlw*

LADIES
Who have cold hands and feet; weakma ost ehs
lame aud weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
dimness and swimming in the head, with tndijraa*
tiou aud constipation of the bowels; pain in the aide
and back; leucorrhoea, (or whites); foiling of the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os disease* will find in Electricity a sure means of cure. For painful menstruation,
too profuse menstruation, and all of those long Rne
of troubles with young ladies, Electricity is a certain
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the saflhrer
to the vigor of health.
^9^ He have an KlectroU'hemical Apparatus far
extracting Mineral Poison nvm the system, such as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, ho. Hundred* who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, aud various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine case* out of ten, is tbe effect of poisonous
drag*,
can be restored to n tural strength and vigor by til
use of from five to eight Baths.
Offloe hours from 8 o clock ▲. M. to 1 r. m. ; lj
6; and 7 to 8 r. m.
Cnmraltatioa Free.
fv!4 Iscdt

I tl PORT AST NOTICE.

Great Fire in West Meriden Ct.

VALENTINE & BUTLER'S
Alum Pairnt Fire Proof Safe

TR lTJMPH.ANT
A T the great Hie in we»t Meriden, Conn., on the
tA. 8th fust M>.»»r*. Valouti^e & Butler's Alum
Patent Fire aud Burglar Proof 8ars was subjected
to oue of the most severe tests on record. 1 he safe
was subjected to a red Aut heat for nearly fourttsn
hours, and delivered up its contents iu perfect oreer,

saving nea-ly THIRTY THOU SAX u DOLLARS
worth of property to the owners
The contents of
two other Safes, of other makers, and stai ding with*
iu THREE FEET of t e Alum Patent, were nuTiai.LY

DBaTBOYKD.

Samples of the money and papers taken from the
tiestroved, also those taken from the Alum
Patent, have been forwarded by mail, and can be
Warren Lancey,
seeu at the Hardware store of U
A Co., ou Lime Street.
Valeutiue k Butler. Alum Patent Fire, and Burglar Pro- f Sif. s have beeu texted iu over TWO
HUNDRED accidental fires withiiUhe last thirteen
years, amt in no instance have they kvku failtd to
trum the attacks of either
p-ewre their contents
Paitiesiun ed of a reliable Pire and
are or burglir.
will do well to give this
.Security,
Proof
Burglar
matter a careful investigation before purchasing.
Messrs. Thomson k Co., of New Haven, Conn.,
are the Agent* for the sale of these Safes iu the New
England State* ami refer by permission to the following parties in Portland who have recently pnrSates

chased the Alum Patent ot them:
Portland Das Light Co ; C. C. Mitchell k Son; P.
R. Co.; Cleveland A Osgood; Daniel
& F. A R
Window A Son ; Rutu* K. Wood, Esq ; Hobbs,
Chase k Co ; K. Clark. 31D; Josiah Burleigh,
Exo.; W. W. Hilton. Esq. ; 11. M Payson, Esq.; A.
F York, Esq : and raAny others.
Certificates giv ng Anther particulars in relation
tl the late fire, will bo published in a few
mchlb dim*

Kcuioval.
LUDWli; Iiu removed to No. SO High St.,

of Coo/res*.
DR
Portland, March
corner

17,1804.

mohl7dtt

smile

was on her
lip, and her voice cheerful
her wont. She tried not to let him see
her agitation, hoping for au opening, to let
her into his heart.
While each was trying to hide from the
other his secret, the door bell rang. The
penHe
ny post brought a letter for Charles.
seized it, opened it, read it. Oh, my God,
what can I do?” burst from his agonized
soul.
Ellen took the letter and Hastily read it.
She found it was from their young friend at
at the jeweler’s. It ran thus:—
Dear Charles: one of the handsomest of our
watch chains is missing. It has not been seen
since yon were looking at them yesterday.
Could one have dropped accidentally into
your pocket, or did you take one home to»
show your sister?
(I think you said it was
liar her you were looking.) trusting to make
it all right with me to-day, 1 hope this is so,
and if the chain does not appear my employer will Bend a search warrant to your house.
In haste,
Robert G.
Ellen drew tbe chain from her pocket, and
laid it on the table; the rattling sound attracted Charles, who raised his head, caught the
glitter of gold, seized it convulsively, and
then dropped on his knees he buiied liis head
in his arms and sobbed like a child, murmuring words like these.—
Thank the Heavenly Father, thou hast
saved me 1 O give me strength to overcome
temptation in the future,”
Ellen let this strong feeling have its way
for a time then she drew close to him, placed
her hand on his head, and then laid that head
upon her true sisterly breast; and there she
held it till he, worn out by his emotion, dropped to sleep. She sat thus an hour, till feeling the importance of time, she gently roused
him.
Go up stairs now. Charles, and rest; I will
take this chain to Hubert, see Mr. Uerrie, get
you excused from to day’s duties, and this
shall lie a day of feasting and joy to us ;for O!
the prodigal has returned to his Father, has
he not, dear Charles!”
Sucli a look of glad relief, of perfect thankfulness and trust, crossed his face, and then he
obeyed and went up stairs.
She carried the chain to Robert, and gave
it to him without a word.
She could not
frame a lie—she left the explanation to his
generous kindness.
That night, Charles told her the whole—
how lie had been led away—ate, drank and
gambled with his evil companions; how it
was continued warfare with him, but he was
led on step by step; at last he lost $25 at play.
He was dunned for it and threatened with
exposure to his master if he did not pay it.
lie had only $10 to pay it. As a last resource
he had asked Ellen lor the money; and when
she had refused, and for so good a reason, lie
was desperate.
As he rode into Boston he
thought of Robert, and then tbe idea came
into bis mind, if be could get some piece of
jewelry and pawn it, he would soon get the
money to redeem it, and would then replace
it and probably the owners would not miss
it. But the agony of the first day of'Thief
Life,’ when tbe gleam of the gold was ever
in his eye, and its feel in his hand, and‘thou
art the man,' was souudiug in the recesses of
his heart, and it was a foretaste ofhell which
lie could not bear; and he had risen from his
sleepless bed with the firm resolve to take
the first step toward right,—and how much
lie was nided in it by that watchful sis er's
love and ingenuity, none but those who have
been through the same temptation and a similar rescue can say.—Sisters, yours is a glorious work. Be noble yourselves, that
you may
teach your young brothers to be noble. Bo
that
learn
the
sweetness
unselfish,
they may
of tbe unselfish life. Be ever watchful over
them. Teach them to respect through you,
every Woman.

_MISCELLANY.
The

Saved.

They were alone in the world, these two, a
brother aud sister. She, two years tile elder,
had watched over him with all the teudorness
of a mother, since that beloved parent had
confided him to her care on her dying bed,
six years before. She had told her of the
dangers that would await tlie lad as he entered upon life, aud temptations of every kind
would surround him. No lather's counsel or
example, no mother’s loving word to guard or
strengthen him. Faith tolly had the sister
kept watch and ward over him, entering into
all his pursuits, striviug to make life as pleasant as their somewhat isolated position would
permit. She had a small income from a lewthousand dollars, placed at interest, aud this
she eked out by teaching.
They lived in a
model house, those comforts to the small-incomed, but yet refined class of people. It
was in one of the pleasant suburban towns,
with good air and water, aud a blessed peep
at the glorious sky.
They had been so happy, But now a cloud
no bigger than a man’s hand was rising up on
the horizou of their serene trust; she felt its
blighting, chilling influence. Charles had
been placed with an engraver, and he had
been much absorbed by the beautiful art; but
of late be had seemed much chauged; lie was
restless and moody. Often absent from home
on an evening, aud resenting the kindly expressed inquiries of his sister, she felt that
there was some iufiueuce at work upon him
which was acting against her, aud undermining the very foundation of Ids clmracter. She
went in to see his master, aud found from him
that Charles was much less steady and industrious than he had been, and that he hud
formed an intimacy with a clerk in a neighboring store, who did not bear a very good
character, and Mr. Berri was fearful it was
having a ruinous effect upon him.
Ellen returned home with au aching heart,
which found no solace but in the one ejaculation, Oh, Ood, Father, help him, strengthen
him, guide me in the right, way to iufiueuce
him;'’ and with this prayer ever wclliug up

in her full heart, she found solace.
Charles came home that night, restless and
sullen. Ue made no response to Ellen’s efforts
for a cheerful tea-table. She had gathered upon It a tew of the little luxuries he was most
fond of, hoping to allure him in this most innocent way to some return of former feelings;
but be took no notice of them, and while her
untasted tea was before her he arose Iron) the
table, put on his hat, aud went out. It was
the first night he had done so, without, at
"
least, the show of an excuse, such as, X
promised to meet Patterson this evening;'’ or
I have pledged a game of chess at the club;”
but this seemed so defiant, so thoughtless of
her feelings, she fult as if be must have taken
a long stride downward before he could have
done this.
All that sad evening she brooded upon
what she could do; what course she should
pursue to awaken In the erring boy a sense of
his danger; how call the good angels again
around to guard aud aid him. He looked unhappy ; she was sure he did not eujoy his
wrong doing, and there was comfort in that
thought; but she feared that he was becoming
so entangled witli bad associates it would be
impossible for him to escape. The evening
passed slowly on; each hour of the heavy
clock seemed to strike a knell for one hope
after another; the twelve strokes sounded,
and she was sick at heart; he had never been
so late.
Was be indeed really gone from hei ?
Then her quickened ear, intensified by long
watching, caught the sound -1 his loot, (it
could be no other) As it turned into the court,
with a bound almost of joy, so great was the
relief to have him once more at home. She
■prang up, that she might open the door aud
■peak a word of welcome to him; not a reproach, she thought, lest I drive him from me.
But he entered hastily, opening the door with
hla night key; he pushed past her, and rustled up stairs to his own room. She could only
see that he looked unnaturally wild and haggard. She did not follow him, hut when he
had been some time in his room, she stole
gently to the door, that she. might judge of
his state. She could hear him toss restlessly
upon bis bed, and groans, and exclamations
burst from biui. She prayed tliefe, so near
him, and yet all unseen by him, that he might
be guided safely through this terrible conflict.
When Charles came into the breakfast room
he did not raise hii eyes to his sister, but said

huskily—

Will you

before long.”

give me (15?

tt
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Vork & Cumberland Railroad.

IHBE9HI Trains will leave as follows:

ucai.

was

a. M.

F. X,

P. H.

8.00
8.11
8.18
8.23
8.36
8.62
9.00

1.60

6.30
6.42

Portland for Saco River, at
Morrill's
do
Cumberland Mills, do

Saccarappa,

do

Gorham,
Buxton

do
do
do

Centre,

Arrive at

A

River for Portland, at
Buxton Centre,
do
do
Gorham,
Saoo

Saccarappa,

2.06
2.13
2.20

2.36
8.06
A

V,d?rd

10.00

In

pathological or diseased state to
N A T U KAI, COLOIi
and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
aiv». pupdlajceous secretions, supplying the hair

10.16
10.22
10.30
13.46
The 1.60 P. M. train out and the 6.00 A. M. train
into Portland will bo Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Faros 6 cents less when tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
DAN CARPENTER. Snp’t.
Oct. 22,1863.
dtt

with that nttfrsfious element in w hich the blood
is
deficient, and removing the accumulated excess of
dandruff

and humor,
makiug a most Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.
It wdl in all casks (with the
exception of very
aged people, where the roots, germs and sheaths
have all corre away, or,
by reason of age. become

disorganized,) promote

ARRANGEMENT.

New and

Trains 1 wave Portland, Grand Trank
for Lewiston and Auburn, at

WMF^Sfc^aStaUun.

Dll.

J. li.
OJLH

PRIVATE

arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. at., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains for
BostonFreight train leaves Portland at 8 A. K.f and returning is due in Portland at 1 r. m.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the town* North and hast of this
line.
C. M. MORSE, Sup’t.
deel4
Watorville, November, 1803.

the utmost confidence by the
WHERE
hours
from 8 A.M.to Hr.

PREPARED ONLY BY

H. H. HAY, junction Free and Middle streets,
Ageut lor Maine. Price SI per bottle.
0*~Sold by Druggists everywhere.

(jeneral

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oommeuoing Nov. 9, 1863.

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For
and
beautifying
preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID
COMPOUND,

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follow*
Leave Portland for Bath, Augusta and Skowhcgan
at 100 P.M.
Leave 8kovrhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 36 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. il. CU’SUMAN, Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov., 1863.
janl tf
gngac

composed of vegetable exteactb, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined aud
highly perfumed. Price 60 cents per bottle.
jan2d dly

Lyon’s Periodical

daily,

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

RAILWAY

Lyon’s Periodical

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. 9, 1863,
ISHHn trains
will run daily, (Sundays exceptuntil
further
notice, as follows:
ed)
Up Train*.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40
Island Pond at 1.10 p. m.

Down Train*.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 6

a

ARE

Pills,

a. m.
a m.

at b 46 a. m.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30
Leave Portsmouth for

8.00

a. m.

—

and

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

International Steamship

Booked
and

TONIC

BITTEHS

QUININE

TONIC

BITTERS

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
ARE BETTER THAR ALL

Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.
LYON’S

PERIODICAL DROPS
-ARB-

8UKK TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO HARM.

TOJSIC ADD STOMACHIC

brought before the public.

The

salLlrom this

Lyon’s Periodical

uljHSWmmipwmu dy after the arrival of the Train of
the pieviou' May from Montreal.
Pam-age to Londonderry, Glasgow’and Liverpool
—Cabin (according to accommodation) $66 to $80;
Steerage, $30. Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For
or Pat-sage apply to
ii. A A. ALLAN.
No. 8 Grand Trunk Railroad Paascugei Depot

Drops

THE QBEAT FEMALE BEMEDY

Improve the Appetite,
Facilitate Digestion,

NcrvounSystem.

to

every Organ of the Body.
thereby imparling Health an<l strength
There ie no remedy so good in

To be succeeded

by

the

steamship Amcaiea

WHAT IS SAID OF

Miss Dix, ait he
ment IVtishiiifiton,

IT:

head of the Hospital Depart-

writes

‘*1 would again, at this
period, sav that your
Quinine Tonic is used, and that several Burgeons

Regiments much

of

approve of it.”

Capt. Walters. Sampson, of the V. S. Army,
says:
“The Bitters did an immense amount of good
among the men under my command ;as. *or instance,
a number of -ore throat, o»
diarrhea,, of dysentary
and ohills and fever, were cured by it.”

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M.
F aro in Cabin.$1.60
on Deck. 1.26
Freight taken a* usual.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
amount

Wood, 1’n I in Leal and Honey.
Q/\ 4 LOUS CEDAR,
OtJ-L 101 LOUS MAHOGANY,

LOGS LANCE WOOD,
BUNDLES PALM LEAF,
MATS,
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Cargo Bark Albion Liucolu. For sale by
HOPUN1 EATON,
17
6398
363

LINE.

N°

**’1*9_

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNE8DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
# North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. PM.
These vessels are fitted
up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage $7,00, including F'are and State
as

Boquets

1 Central Wharf.

and Cut

Flowers,

wreaths and crosses, ta*telully arranged and made to order at ray establishment, corner ot North and Montreal street*.
Munjov Hill. Bcquets may always be found at
Lowell & Senter’s, Exchange street. All orders

Funeral

left there will be

Booms.

Jan6 eo43m

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and St.
Hoods

promptly

attended to.

ALBERT DIRWANGER, Florist.

JAMES EDMOND

John.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Reamers asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
F.MKKY k F'OX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. C BOM WELL k CO., No. 86 West
Street,
New York.
Deo. 6.1802.

& CO.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
13 LIBERTY SQUARE,
BOSTON
Are

prepared to

order al favorable

NESS aud GLENGAKNOCK

PIGi

dtf

rates, COLT-

English and Scotch Manufacture.
Wo shalleontinue to receive, in addition to
American Brick, a regular supply of

Dissolution.

THE

will be

settled

at

K. A.

Howard’s,

under

Lancaster Hall, by II M. Phinuey
Having this day sold to Stuart k Co. our stock in
trade, we would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as worthy their
patronage and ooulideuce.
PHINNEY k CO.

Copartnership.

rilHK undersi*ued hare this day formed a coriartX n ere hip under the firm sly le of STUAK1 & Co
and will continue the Stove and Furnace business
n all branches at the old stand, No. 171 Middle
street.
CHAR1.K8 H. STUART.
D. R. STEVENS.
jau21 dtf

Vegetable

DUNN

&

(8UCCK?ROBS

PALMES,
TO M. O.

144 MIDDLE STREET.

It. M. O.

March

DUMB.

1,18C4.

Timothy
1

ENGLISH, SCOTCH, &

JOHN

B.

PALMKH.

mch7 eod4w*

WELCH FIRE

our

BRICK

nichli cod6ui

THE BEST!

OF THE

A few doses

cure

Fop Coughs, Cold* and Coununaptlon.

Vogetabl* Pulmonary Balsam is the most
TUK
highly approved medlciue
discovered. It
has stood
ever

the best qf all tests. Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years.
It is
recommended
our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Press, the Ttaile. in iact
by all
who know it. For certificates, which can be
given
to almost any extent, soe wrappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerftilly refund the
money il
not out rely satisfactory. Price 60 cents and 1#: the
large bottles much the cheapest. He careful to get
the aenuine, which is
prepared only by KEflD, CUTTER A (’O., Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Sold In
Portland bv dealers generally.
H II IIA Y, Druggist, oornor Middle and Fro*
streets, Wholesale Agent.
dec8 isd6m

Photograph Galleries, No. 90 Middle street,
THE
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted aud
with all the

supplied

latest improvements, are now
open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the beet manner aud at reasonable prices.
BSP* Particular attention given to copying.
A. s. DAVIS, Proprietor.
dtf
Portland, July 30,1868.

FERTILIZERS.
PHOS LIME,
4 UKA BBL8 COE’S SUPER
l(5«)Ol00" LLOYDS’ •*
900“

POUDRETTE,
LITTLEFIELD’S POUDRETTE.
LODI

160
For sale at manufacturer’s pi ices

Impotency.

bottle restore* mental power.
doses bring the rose to the cheek.
This medicine restores to manly vigor and robust
health the poor, debilitated,
worn-down, and despairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked men
of business, the victim of nervous
depression, the
ndividual suffering from general debility, or from
A few

To take medicine to

IRON IN THE BLOOD,
without

impair

Boston. April 28.1863.

JOHNS’

4,*CA
The

eodly

COAL.

TONS Stove bite, at 198 Commercial St.,
(Richardson's Wharf,) Portland.

undersigned

last past.
years
Where there

is

has sold the Johns’ Coal for nine
It has given general satisfaction.
a fair draft, no coal excels
lor

use.

Other varieties, to wit:
LEIilGII, Sugar Loaf, and llazletou.

ASH, the genuine FRANKLIN COAL.
Also, the Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime article for
Smiths’ use.
Cry All coal from this wharf, will be sent in good
order, carefully picked aud screened.
RED

meb.'iiseodtf

DOLLARS will be given for the detention
and oonvlotlon of any person or persons, tonliaf
from
the doors of oar subscribers.
papers
dsntt
PUBLISHERS OF TBR PRESS.

JAMES II. BAKER.

Scotch Canvass.

Copartnership.
uniersigued have this day formed a Copartnership under the style of Colley, Burnham A Co., and will continue the Fnruiture Business at the old stand, 368 Congreis St.
J. C. COLLEY,
T. W. BUUNHAM.

W.H.COLLEY.
Portland, March 1st, 1804.
mch2 d3w

iuuodaliou

wbeu the

u

gone

The Peruvian

Syrup,

The

Syrup

DH. W R. MERWIN A Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. GO Libcrty-»t.. New York.

Peruvian

is

n Protected Solution’of the
PROTOXIDE OP
IRON a New DI.rovrr, in -Mrdicine that
strikes at the Rnsss «f Disease, by supplying
the BIood|with its Vital
Principle si Life

Element I

OX,

This it the secret

CHEROKEE

PILLS!
41

SUGAR COATED.

of|tlie wonderful (accessof this
remedy in caring DYSPEPSIA, LIVER COMPLAINT. DROPSY, CHRONIC DIARRHEA, BOILS. NERVOUS AFFECTIONS, CHILLS AND FEVERS.

FEMALE REGULATOR,

Hl'MORS, LOSS OF CONSTITUTIONAL VltiOK, DIS-

HEALTH PRESERVER,

EASES ofthe KIDNEYS

CERTAIN AND SAFE.
For the removal of

BLADDER

k

Regularity in

the

and nil diseases

Recurrence of the

originating

Monthly Periods.

in

They cure or obviate those numerous diseases that
spring from irregularity, by removing the irregularity itself.
They cure Suppressed,Excessive and Painful Men-

accompanied by DEBILITY

or

Being tree from Aleohel in any form, it* energising
are not followed by
corresponding reaction,
are pTmauent, Infusing strength, vigor and

Sickness (Chlorosis).
and Spinal Affections, pains in
the back and lower parts of the
body, Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation of the Heart.
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., etc. In a word, by removing the IrregGreen

effects
but

uew like into all parts of the system,
an IRON CONSTITUTION!

It isan exce'lant substitute
where a stimulant is needed.

John Pierpont,

Rev.

Rev. Warren

building

Brandy

Kinney, M. D.,
Kendall, H. D.,

Roswell

Fuller,

8.11.

W. R. Chisholm, M. D.,
Robins,
Sy lvanus Cobb, Jose Antonio Sanches. N. D

Rev. Uurdon
Rev.

Rev.T. Starr King,
Rev.

Marcello

Ephraim Nnte, Jr.,

vY

There

be but

Aranda, M. D.,

Hayes,

A. A

M.

D.,

stronger proof than the
test imtyny of such men as these, and that is a pee•oxa.l trial. It has curetl thousands where other
remedies have failed to give relief, and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.

Dr. W. H. M ERWIN ft Co.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,
No. 69 Liberty-st.. New York.

can

one

For dyspepsia and allcunoxio disiasrs, characterized by debility, it is a Spedjic.
Prepared as heretofore by N. L. CLARK ft CO.

feb6eod&eowly
Unfortunate*

—For Sale by—
8ET1I W. FOWLEft CO., 18 Trcmontst., Boston ;
J. P. D1NSMORE, 491 Broadway, New York;

FOR

and

LAST.
let 18 edod ft

by all Druggists.

weow

3m

Remedy

CHEROKEE
FROM

or

Lewis Johnson, M D.,

Barton,

Rev. Arthur B.

accompany eaeh box.
box, or six boxes for to.
Bent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of price.
Sold by all respectable Druggists.

COMPOUNDED

Ine

The following nrfmes arc taken from cur pamphlet
of testimonials, which will be sent tree to any

Full directions

Cherokee

for

address.

Price f 1 per

AT

abd

up

ularity, they remove the cause, and with it all the
spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contaiu no tiling deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—their function
being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.
All letters seeking information or advice will be
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.

BOUGHT

LOW

or a

lUbSldTEU.

ol AIL Ur

They cure Nervous

DISCOVERED

n

BAD STATE OF THE BLOOD,

struation.
cure

FE-

ALEComp'alnts,

M

Obstructions, and the Insuranc

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

INJECTION.

ROOTS,

BARKS

AND LXAVBS

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great ndian Diuetio, cures all di'eases of the Urinary t. gans, such
as Incontinence of the L'rinv,*lnflmmation of the
jKidneys,Stone in the bladder.Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those cases of Fluor Albush\or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have fabed.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two teaspoonfuls three
times per day.
It is diuretic and alterative in its action; purifying
and cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its

original purity and vigor ; thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes which have induced disease.

CHEROKEE 1FJECTIOX is intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REM ED Y, aud
should be used in conjunction with that medicine in
all cases of iiomorrkea, elect, Fluor Albueor White*.
Its effects are healing, soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, choadee and pain, instead

MRS. MANCHESTER
li

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials ol

attouuhiug curt, performed by her. Among
many reoently received are the following, which are

th«

oommended to the notice of the

afflicted.

Mrs. Man.

cheater may be consulted at
No. 11
A

CASE

Clapp’* Block, Room
or

oertify

This Is to

No. #.

SPINAL DISEASE CURED
that 1 went to

Mrs. Manchea*

see

March with a daughter of mine troubled with
spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for
live yean, and by a number ot physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications ol
electricity applied, but all to no effect; bat she eon
tinually grew worse. 1 came to tbe conclusion, ns
the last resort, to go and tee Mn. Manchester, and
did to; and to my great surprise she told mo tbe ant
ter last

a u»c

to

vi

uig

buu uv w iuc u*>4 uvub nvtu uug

time, which encouraged

to

me

try her medicines.

of the

my daughter is able to be around
the house all of the time. She also rides ten or 8f-

rums.

teen miles without any trouble
1 think in a short time she will

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJE C*Tl OA'-the two medicines at

hare heard of a

the

ter has cured.

same

time—all

improper discharges are removed*
or gan* are speedily restored to

vigor and strengMi.
For full particulars get

drug

store in the

mail

free to any address,

mountry,

Prict, CHEROKEE

a

our
or

pamphlet

write

from any
we will

and

us

REM ED

1\ 92 per bottle, <*

three bottles for Sot

Prtoe. CHEROKEE INJECTION, 92 per bo
or three bottles for 95.
8eut

by Express to any address

on

e

receipt of the

price.
Sold by all druggists, everywhere.
DR. W. R. MERWIX A Ce..
PROPRIETORS,

No. 59

I did so. and

health.

now

Since my

daughter

Liberty St., New

York.

..

Cherokee

Cure!

or Inconvenience,aud
be restored to perfect

has

been

doctoring.

I

great many eases that Mrs. Manch«*
I think if any person deserves pat-

ronage, it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the sick and suffering; and 1 know that she ate*
every

effort which lies in her power to benefit her
Sabah L. Khiuhts,

patients.

Gkouo*
Ashy E.

Kkio^ts,

Kmuhts,
Emma Emiomtu.

full treatise.

Brunswick, Maine, August bth.
ONE Or THE GEE A TEST CUBES
Mas. Makohxstkr—Dear Madam

on
—

RECORD.

Ihinkiug

statement of my ease may be of service to
similarly afflicted, 1 hasten to give it to you.

a

others

This is briefly my case—I was taken sick about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a very had
form. 1 applied to four different physicians, bnt re-

ceived no benefit until 1 called on you. At that time
I had given up business, and was in a very bad state,
but after taking your medioine for a short time 1 began to recover, and in two months I was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and
can truly say that by your skill 1 am a perfectly heatJoexr* Da via J
hy man.
Boston f Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

THE GREAT

INDIAN MEDICI
COMPOUNDED FROM

An

unfailiDg

ROOTS,

BARKS

N

S Y

AND LEAVES.

Spermatorrhea, Seminal
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution ; such as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness ot
Vision, l*Temature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty
of Breathing. Trembling, Wakefulness. Eruption*
on the Face, Palo Countenance, lns»uitv, Consume
tion, und all the direful complaints eauscd by do*
parting from the path of nature.
This medicino is a simple vegetable extract, a ud
one on which all can
rely, a* it has be* u used in our
practice for man.r years, and, with thousands treated,
it has not failed inasiuglo instance. It* curative
powers have beem sufficient to gaki victory over the
cure

for

most stubborn case.
To those who have trifled with their constitution
uutil they think themselves boyoud the reach of

aid, we wouid say, Desj>airnot.' the CHEROK EE Cl'RE will restore you to health aud vigor,
and after all quvck doctors have failed.
For full parti Cularf.
get a circular from any Drug
store iu the country, or write the Proprietors, who
medical

will mail free to tui;y one
pamphlet form.

desiring the

-none a

luH

Price, 92 per botU e, or three bottles for 95, and
forwarded by exprt ss to all parts of the world.
Sold by all re*pe# table druggists evety where.
DIU W. R. MERWIX k Co.,
fHOE*E PROPRIETORS,
feb8 eodAwly
No. 59 Liberty 8t., New York.

STEPHEN II. .NORTON & CO.,
House P&Uten, Cwiaers, Glaziers, ud

Piper Bankers,

Conut qf Lime and ft feral SI,., Portland, tie.
a.

KOBToa.

)»6J3m*

CURE OP A CASE Or DRO
CURED B Y MRS. MANCHESTER.
This is to oertify that I have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mr$. Manchester. 1 have been to physicians In Boston, New York
A REMARKABLE

E,

rnilE

X

building

Z* per bottle, or three bottles for 96, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to
any
address.
8old by all Druggists everywhere.

treatise in

“I /Y| \" BOLTS—from the factory of David CorU"
Bar A Sons, Leith—a nail,cloth of superior
quality—just received per “Hibernian”, and lor
sale by
McGlLVEUY. RYAN A DAVIS,
)an21 dtf
161 Commercial Street

restoring it to the system, is like trylDg to

a

It is

weakness of a tinge organ, will all find immediate
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Essence of Life.

years’extensive

nurses.

diseases occasioned by

euro

deticiucy of

n

only sinco the discovery ot that valuable
combination known as PERU VIAS S YRl'iL that
the great power of this VITALIZING AGENT
over disease has been
brought to light.

Surgeon,

4J/"* COURT STREET,corner of Howard, Boston
Of > is consulted daily from 10 until *J, and from 6
to 8 in the evening, on all diseases of the Urinary
and Genital Organs, Scrofulous Affections, Humors
Of all kinds, Sores, Ulcers anti Eruptions, Female
Complaints, Ac. An experience of over twenty
practice enables Dr. M. to cure all
the most difficult cases. Medicines entirely vegetaDle. Advici Fkkk.
Mrs. M., w ho is thoroughly versed in the afllictiv*
maladies of the sex, can D© consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced

by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
feb9 dis3m
Portland Feb. 8,1864.

PYE

&

IS

This is derived chiefly from the food we eat- hot
if fhe food is not properly digested or
If, from any
canee whatever, the
necessary reality of iron is not
taken into the circulation, or Income reduced, the
whole system sutlers. The bad Hood wdl irritate
the heart, will dog up tha lungs,
stupefy the brain
will obstruct the liver, and will send its disease
producing elements to ail parts of th system, and
every one wlH suffer in whatever organ may be predisposed to disease.

One

BOLK

Physician

BLOOD

I BOX,

appetite.

the worst case of
the low-spirited.

cure

and the weakened

SCHUYLKILL, (W. Ash.) Lotus! Mountain.

Re-opened.

Seed.

\fV‘ Lewiston ha*” Timothy seed for sale by
THOMAS SHAW, 118 Commercial St.
inch! dlw

O B

LIFE ELEMENT

full

cooking

1

PALMIR.)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,

Boston,

febl9 eod 3m

IRON,

of

concern

THE VITAL PHI NCIPLE

by them pronounc-

burning and almost unendurable pain that is
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack in/co

Sold by all Druggists,

Also, BAR, StlEET, 4 BOILER PLATE IRON,

copartnership hent«»fore existing under the
tirin style of PHINNEY k CO., is this day dissolved by mutual consent. “The aflairs of he late

various

by

The splendid and fast Steamships
“LOCUST POINT," Capt..WiLLXTT,
"POTOMAC," Captain Shkbg.T^and
adl'lautHMl wood, will .until further notice, run

DR.

in

PROPRIETOR.

aug'da eodly

m

Infirmary,

remedy

ID Central Street,

Price, $1 per Botllr.
by all Druggists. At wholesale by VT. F
Phillips, II. II. Hay k Co., Portland,

Portland and New York Steamers
SEMIWEEKLY

invaluable

AND CHAS. H. ATWOOD.

For sale

any
exceeding $60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate oi
one passenger for
every $600 additional value.
Feb. 18,1868.
dtf
L. BILLlKfcib, Agent.

MEN.

an

-ark-

every

many men at the age of 40 or 60 who&re
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep sits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color w ill be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

Wm. J. Dale says:

forms of debility,” Lc.

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm,

..

are

Three bottles

Caood News lor the

The report of the Sanitary Commission says
It is wise and prudent where
ague and fivers
are prevalent, that
every man should take a dose
of v^uinius Bitters at least once in
twenty-iour
hours. This will
turely serve as a safeguard
against disease. It has been practiced iu Florida
and elsewhere with undoubted beneht.”

Lyon’s Periodical Drops,

Will, until further notice, run m>
follow*:
Letve Atlantic Whart, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7o’clock I\ M and India Wharf, Boston,

by

and

One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the
organs of generation.
* rom one to three bottles restores the manliness
and full vigor of youth.
A few doses restore the

THX LOSO

Are better than all Pills, Powders,
And Qnack Preparations.

f

whom are a* v. .-ak ami emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and
their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ases yield to the proper and
correct
course
of
treatment, and in a short time
only
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.

day,

the age.
One bottle will cure General Debility.
A few doses cure Hysterics in females.

FIELD WITHOUT IT.

Surgeon Gen.
“I esteem it

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

on

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

troubled with emis sions in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one

of the

men

is well ki ow n to the Med)
Profession that

cal

or

Portland and Boston Line.

Yonnp Men

IRON IN THE JLOOD

be one ol the greatest medical discoveries ol

whether general, or following acute disease. Convalescents from sickness will find it a iuo.-t excellent restorative and agreeable exhileraua.

Freight

the2dol April.

THS

effects that

—IT WILL—

RA TES.

steamship Jura,'Capt. Aiton,
non lor Liverpool,
SA TLKDA V,kMarch 26, itnmedia-

ed to

hey

h the beet Aromatic

Good and cannot
do Harm.

to

The Great Female Remedy.

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS It Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

\

S

NO SOLDIER SHOULD BE IN THE

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

to Londonderry,
Liverpool.

nent medical

QUACK MEDICINES.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
do

Are Sure

TING THE CANADIAN & U.S. MAILS.

Glasgow

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

then almost innocent
brother—came out
from that polluted shop, shorn of half his manhood, his eyes glanciug furtively around. As j
soon as he.was gone out of sight, she went i SECOND STAGS OF SEMINAL
WEAKNESS.
into the shop, and with a quiet diguity of
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
manner, which repulsed the lorwarduess of
urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the
the Jew pawnbroker, she said.
Dr.,
can do so by writing iu a plain manner a
description
“Yon received a chain from a young limn
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
now.
I
to
It
to
just
be forwarded immediately.
require you
give
me, aud
I will repay you the money advanced
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
upon
be returned it desired.
Address,
DK. J. B. HUGHE8,
“A pretty thing, that, for me to do.
The
No. 5 Temple St., [corner of Middle] Portland.
chain is worth twice what I paid, aud wliat I
E#"*Send Stamp for circular.
am I to do when the
young man claims it
Miss ?”
“Ho will not come again for it, I will
Eclectic Hcdiral
guarantee that.
Please give it to me.”
TO THE LADIES.
And she took out her pocket hook, which
she always carried about her for
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies wbo
safety,and iu
which was the rent money.
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
“I shall do no such thing
young woman untheir especial accommodation.
less you bring me a certificate from the
Dr. H.'u Eclectic Renovating Medicincsoreonrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
young man,” said the man insolently (or he
Female
felt that ha had her in his power.
Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oertain of producing relief in a short time.
Ellen was resolute and fitted lor ail
emerg- j
^ADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obcies.
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
“Then sir,” she said, “I shall make a comHis purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
of
as
a
receiver
of
stolen
plaint
you
goods.— with perfect
safety at all times.
That chain was stolen.
I can prove it. You
Sent to auy part oft he oountry with full directions
know best if this establishment can hear the
OK. HUGHES,
by addressing
Ho. 6 Temple Street,oorner of Middle,Portland.
test of examination,”
The man turned pale, said, not a word, but
N. B.—LADIES deeiring may oonsnlt one of their
opening a drawer, and grullly said.
own sox.
A lady of exi>cricuoe in constant attend"Fifteen dollars.”
anoo.
lanldtwly
She gave it to him.
AUuU from the pure Balsam$ qf Vermont.
“H I find you have made tne pay more than
you gave him I shall make it known to the
proper authorities.
N. H. Downs’s
Balsamic Elixir.
She breathed more freely as she left the
rilli IS honest, standard old Cough Rkmkdy, made
stifled shop. She sought a car, ami soon
X in Vermont, has been used with entire success for
found herself wearied with
excitement, at thirty-three years. It is warranted as usual tor
home.
Perhaps this very thing, this being
Coughs, ( olds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
and all diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
led to the very brink, might save her beloved
and all diseases tending to Cbftitimptton.
brother she sat with the chain before her tryWe have testimonials from many of the best physiing to solve the mystery. What had led liim cians and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
to it? What did he want with the money?
mention the lion. Paul Dillingham, Lieut, Gov. ol
Vermont; Hon. Bates Turner, late Judge of the SuWhat could he have done? She longed for,
preme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. B. Woodward,
yet dreaded his return. He came not all day, Brigade Surgeon U.S. Army.
nor till eight o’clock In the
evening. Then
JOHN K. HENKY & CO., Proprietors,
he went directly to his room.
Successors to H, II. Downs,
Another painful night followed. At breakWatkkbuey, Vt.
Hr~l‘rioe 25 cents, 60 oenta, and £1 per bottle.
fast be came down with bloodshot,
sleepless
H.H. Hay and J. W. Perkins flt Co.. Portland,
Her cheek was ashen pale, hut the
eyes.
Me.,wLole«ale agents for Maine.
nov!9 dfcwllOw*

John, \. B.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
Passengers

BETTER TUAX ALL PILLS, POWDERS
AXD

ther notice.
R< turning, sho will leave St. John for
Eastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning.
Al! freight for St. Andrew s and Calais will
go from
Ea-tport by tailing vessels for the present.
Freight received up to 4 o'clock, P. M Mondays.
feblU d2m
C. C. EATON, Agent

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Fains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Trust 1 ati*>u that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

evidently endeavoriug to pawn!
Finally she taw the maiF give hitn money,
and take the chain. Her brother—yes, her, till

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
ARE

The superior sea-going Steamer
“NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State Street, for
East port ana St. John, N. B
every Monday at 6
o'clock. I’. M.,f<otn and alter March 7th. until fur-

CARR

’

LANQUOR AND DEBILITY,

Company.

TO

DLLK ATI,

riliiL Rejuvenating Elixir is the result of rnodera
discoveries iu the vegetable kingdom, being an
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespective of all the old and worn-out system*.
This medicine ha* been tested by the most emi-

of

QUININE

I

FOR-

Fast port and St

IIAY, Agent, Portland.

A TWOO DJ S

Vigor

FIRST- TRIP

NOTHING INJURIOUS
aiOBT

composed

(Jive tone to the

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

IN V ALI DM!

Pure Vegetable Extracts.

prom

CONTAINING

ate btab ot the Uterus, Sterility, Ac.
No better Tonic can possibly be
put up than this,
and none less likely to do bairn, aud it is
wholly of vegetable agents, and such as we have
knowu to bo valuable, aud have used for
many
years.
PRICE, 8cveuty-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Drugging generally ; also, sent to
any address tree, on receipt of price.
He sure and get mat prepared at the Now Enilaud
Botanic Depot. 106 Hanover St. Boston.
GEO. W. SWKTr, M. D„ Proprietor.

Brer

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

LIFE.

OK

ALL

TO

&tOIIACh

mcl:8 eodSm

2.30

-——-—

Prepared

It is a specific remedy in all Uterine
Diseases,
Chlorosis ot Green bickness. Irregularity, pain fulness, Profuse or Suppression of
Customary DisEeucorrhita
or Whites, Scirrhus or Ulcercharge*.

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS

STEAMBOATS.

no-

OH, ESSENCE

do Harm.

cannot

IMPORTANT

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

proved invaluable:
Indisposition to Exertion, Wakefulness, Uneasiness, Depression of Spirits, Trembliug, Loss of
Power, Pain in the Back, Alternate Chills, and
Flushing of Heart, Dragging hensafiou at the
Lower Part of the Body, Headache, Languor, Aching Along the thighs, lutolcreuce of Eight and
Sound, Pale Countenance, Derangement ot ihe
8n<* *Jowe*8’ Difficult Breathiug,
Hysteria,

II. II.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

with
all

at

All who have* commuted an excess of any kind,whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

was

m.

your

symptoms

ARK BETTER THAR ALL

p. m.

m.

MIDDLE AGED

Portland, at 10.00 a.

worthy

Asa general remedy for Female
Complainta this
Cordial’ is a very valuable one, but
by the Profession it is esteemed more highly for its
good result
during Confinement in relieving the great sutterieg
attendant upon childbirth. I acknowledge with Dr
Smiui that much of my success in
midwifery is due
to the use ot this medicine. It
strengthens both
mother und child. In each oases I follow the directions of Prof. King, by allowing
my patients to
use it a few weeks previous to
confinement, as by
the energy it imparts to the uterine nervous
system
the labor will be very much facilitated, ami removes
the scraps which many females are liable to. No
woman, if she knew the great value of this
Strength
ening Cordial would fail to use it."
I have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the
country where used. Knowing
the good it is capable ot doing, 1 w 11 warrant
overy
bottle of my
Cordial" to be satislactory in its results.
The following
indicate those affections
in which the Female
Strtngthtniny Coraifl Las

and 3.30
and

is

*•
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These trains will take and leave passengers at way
station-.
Freight train* leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.
oc31 edtf

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

There

MOlHEKS AND MARRIED LADIES.

P. M.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out from general use should
have their efficacy established by well-tested experience in the Lends of a regularly educated
physician. who-e preparatory study fits him lor all "the
duties he must fulfill yet the country is flooded with
noor nostrums and cure-alls,
purporting to bo the
Lest in the world, which are not only useless, but alfc
The
unfortunate
should be pabtio
waj injurious.
ULau in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet iocontrovertable fact that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians In
general practice; for it is a point gen* rally conceded
by tbebwt syp hi log rap hers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those* who would be competent and
successful iu their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity ii -r time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly nusrues one system of
treatment, in most cases maxing an indiscriminate
use of that antiquated and dangerous
weapon, Mercury.

on, and on, toa strange part of the town. He
entered alow dirty looking shop. What could
It be for? Her heart sank within her,
She
peered .into the window, and the sight she
saw froze her heart.
Charles stood with a
sparkling gold chain in his hand, which he

do Goodand

*•

The Great Female Remedy

copied » as lollows

notion,

to

C. GEORGE, formerly Professor
°rcester M«‘dical College, and President of
Electric Medical
;“e
Society, Jaaes., speaks oi it in
the following terms:
•‘1 have used the Female
Strenythfviny Cordial
PrePaf;a*ion by Dli. blO. W
aWfclT, 100 nanover Street, and I regard it as
ono of the best Medicines for Female
Complaints
that can be found."
Dli. J. KING, Author of "Woman: Her Diseases and thtir
Treatment," says:
This Medicine appears to exert a
specific influence on the Uterus
It is a valuable
agent in all derangements of the Lemale Ueprouuctive Orcaifk."
I>U. SMI Til, Pr« sident of the New York Association of Botanic Physicians,
says
No Female, if in delicate health,shoud omitthe
timely use of this valuable Cordial. I owe much of
my success in midwifery to the use of this Medicine."

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Passenger Trains will leave the 8tation, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

uruaua ior

Preparations.

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy fer correctall disorders incidental to the feminine sex.
That the afflicted may feel assured that this Cordial
is
truly valuable and worthy their confidence, not
one ot those secret
compounds purposed to destroy
healthy action, 1 add a few testimonials licui j U)ticiauH whom all,
favoring the Electric and ltelormed
Practice of' Medicine, respect.

ing

ti?ehe fo,,owinS from Dr- LAY

lixir

DR. WRIGHT'S

COIAL.

A T WOO D

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

thought.
He passed her with rapid strides. He did
not recoguize her mulUed form. She followed

Powders Si Quack

-ARE-

Sure

RAILROAD.

z

THAJC ALL

Lyon’s Periodical Drops!

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH

*«v

Drops!

For

m.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, aud that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 3600 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
Nov. 4, 1663.
nov6

Devoting

rsiiuu »

BETTER

Leave South Paris lor Portland at 6.46

Dr. ii. addresses those who arc suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warrantee iu CiUABANTKKIMl A CUUK IN ALL CASKS, Whether Of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

!

Drops!

Of Canada.

ROOMS,
afflicted,

off—causing

HENRY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.

Portland to ^kowhegan.

BH rOVKD AT HIt

MEDICAL

Growth !

dyeing

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

HUGHES

No. 5 Temple Street,
he can be consulted privately, and

Healthy

Restore

Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.10 r.M.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. m., and

TRUNK

a

the grey to its natural color;
stop and prevent the hair falling
it to become moist,
soft aud glossy.
It will gradutxlly darken
light and flaxen hair
without
it or staining the
skin—being free
from >ilver aud other injurious
chemicals, ana truly
beneficial to the hair iu all its
phases.
TRY 11, and be assured of its
superiority over all
other preparations.

For

DRANID

a

T HE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
WINTER

research,

Renovator and Restorer of Hair

3.80
3.38
3 65
4.07
4.11
4.18
4.80

7.00
7.08
7.15
7.30

do

I'rcParat»on that has been thoroughly
I ®. a
composition is iu strict accordance
‘e“.’
with hygienic rules and scientific
principles—is not
the ephemeral production ol' a
day, but the result of
long aud patient study,
and

F. X.

M.

9.30
9.40

Elixir!

STRENGTHENING

Batliological

experiment
BEING A TRUE

MEDICAL._ _MEDICAL.

Female

HAIR REiKOVATOR

6.49
6.64
6.06
6.22
6.80

2.65

M.

6.00
6.12
6 46

Cumberland Mills, do
do
Morrill’s,
Arrive at
do

cess.

uu

Berry’s

Monday, March 14, 1864,

On and allcr

MEDICAL.

B. P. H. R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

p. x.

I will repay you

“I cannot, diaries; all the money I have
Just now is the (20 laid aside for the rent. If
I lake that, aud you do not pay me before it is
due,we shall loose our home.-you wouldn’t like
that,I know,Charlie dear. We feel our mother
blesses this place, and the thought of her associated with it consecrates it for us.”
An expression of fierce agony crossed his
features. He said not a word more, but darted out. An impulse he knew not what—but
is It wrong to believe it an influence from
that mother’s spirit—impelled her to put on
her cloak and follow him. “1 may save from
one rash act,” said she,and catching the waterproof which hung in the entry, she covered
herself with its long folds aud drew the hood
closely around her face. 1 was but a seconds
work, but when she stepped out of the door
Charles stood upon the horse gar, which happened to be passing the bead of the court as
he went out.
She rapidly followed, took the
uext ear and was fortunate enough to secure
the upper seat where she could keep watch of
all who got out of the vehicle ahead.
She saw him get out at Bvjlston street.
8he followed him to a jeweler's establishment.
She knew there was a lad here who
had Iwen a dear friend of Charles, before be
got drawn iu with his present bad associates.
She hoped he was going to consult with him
on the present troubles he was in, and
perhaps get aid iu some way. To her surprise,
as she pased and
repassed the window, site
saw he was chatting
quite gaily with his
while
he was examining gold
young friend,
chains. ISoou other customers entered the
store. The young man was called away aud
after a|momcfit’s hesitation, Charles left the
store.

MEDICAL

_RAILROADS._

as

uu T. moiRT,

and

Philadelphia. They all

told

me

that

they

could

nothing for me, unless they tapped me, and assured me that by tapping 1 could live but a short
time. 1 had made up my mind to go home sad live
On
as long as I oould with the disease, and then die.
my way home 1 stayed over night in Portland with
and
told
them
of
what
mind
a friend
mine,
was
my
n regard to my disease.
They Anally persuaded me
do

to go and see Mrs. Manchester.
and told me my case exactly.
1

was so

She examined

me

much astonished to think that she told me
that I told her that I would take her medi-

oorreotly,
cines, not having the least faith that they would
me any good, or that 1 should get the slightest relief
from any oourte whatever; finally 1 took the medioine and went home.
commenced

taking

In

one

week from the time 1

medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me in seven hours; and my follow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relief
tome. I had not been able to lie down in bed at
night before this for two years. Now 1 can lie down
with perfect ease. 1 have taken her medicine for
eight months, and am as well as any man could wish
to he, and no signs of dropsy. I would adviss all
that are sick to go and consult Mrs. Manchester,
'veuifthoy have beca given up by other physician*.

the

1 have sent her

a

number of

oases

of other

diseases, and she has cured them also. Go and
for yourselves. 1 had no fhith, bnt now my ftith
cannot be shaked In her skill in telling and curing
Chablxs S. Harmom,
dlseaM.
Sarah E. Harm ok,
Mart A. Harmon.
Bangor, Maine, April 14.
Offiob Hour*—From 8 A. M. till 8 F. M.
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